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哈尼语和尼话语音研究概要 

白碧波1 许鲜明2 孙俊东3 

 

摘要：本文是云南省玉溪市峨山彝族自治县岔河乡棚租坝村哈尼族和尼话语音研究报告的一

部分，包括参考前贤研究，简要回顾历史文献中对哈尼族及支系记载“和泥”、“和尼”、“窝

尼”4、“比窩”、“羅比” “馬黑”、“巴洪”5、“罗比”、“糯比”、 “罗面”、“豪尼”、“哈

尼”等多个称呼、北部哈尼族及和尼话分布、调查研究点情况。在统一了哈尼族这一族称之

后，一些支系名称（他称）汉文转写已经过时不用了，而有些支系名称还依然使用着。随着

研究的拓展，一些新的名词又产生了如“北部哈尼族”。认为北部哈尼族是相对于红河南岸

和澜沧江之间比较聚居的哈尼族而言，属于地域范畴名称，而不是哈尼族支系及语言系属名

称。 

和尼话属于汉藏语系藏缅语族彝语支哈尼语豪白方言豪尼次方言，本文简要描写和尼话

语音系统，包括和尼话辅音 24 个及例词，如 pa33 明亮，pha33 开，ma33 母，fu̱31 年，

vu31 疯，te31 推，tha33 如果，tsa̱33 有，tsha33 熬，na33 病，la33 那里，ɬa̱33 搅，

sa33送，zo33大麦，tɕa̱31假，tɕha33洗，ȵi31近，ɕa33数，ʑe̱31醉，ka33掉，kha̱33

耙，ŋa55我，xa33这里，ɣo̱31改嫁。38 个元音及例词：tshɿ31 抱，tɕhi31 一，tɕhi̱31 会，

te31 推，te̱31 活，kɛ31 九，xɛ̱31 断，pa31 薄，pa̱31 抬，xə55 厚，xə̱31 挖，xɔ55号，xo31

饭，xo̱31 站，khu31 舀，ku̱31 六，mɯ31 好，mɯ̱31 舔，mia31 妻，niu55 拧，tiɛ31（一）

块，tɕhi55iɔ31 汽油，uɛ55ko31 外国, khua33 夸, pin33 冰, tsan31 快, pan35tən33 菜刀, 

piɛn33编, khuan33宽, uen33tu55温度, kau33高, tɕiau31搅, xai35这, tsã31房顶, lõ33 龙,  

suã55 算。5 个声调及例词，如 na55 疼，na33 你们，na31 停，lai35 那，piu53 蛋。 

同时，对和尼话的音节结构、同化现象、合音与合音变调、变调与鼻化及其语用等作了

一些研究。 

关键词：哈尼族史料 峨山县和尼人 和尼话语音研究 

                                                            
1白碧波，男，哈尼族，教授, 联系地址：中国云南省元江县民族语言抢救与文化体验培训学校。 邮箱：

baibibo511@163.com 电话：138 8771 0960。退休后，与许鲜明共同创办了元江县民族语言抢救与文化体验

培训学校，继续从事濒危语言记录、研究、典藏技术培训工作。 
2许鲜明，女，白族，教授，联系地址：中国云南省元江县民族语言抢救与文化体验培训学校。邮箱：

xuxianming110@163.com 电话：138 877 65257。退休后，与白碧波共同创办了元江县民族语言抢救与文化

体验培训学校，继续从事濒危语言记录、研究、典藏技术培训工作。 
3孙俊东, 男，哈尼族，本科生，通讯地址：四川大学文学与新闻学院 
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Lisu Deictics: Dialect and Genre 
David Bradley 

La Trobe University 
<d.bradley@latrobe.edu.au> 

 
Like many Tibeto-Burman languages, Lisu has a complex system of deictics. For distals, there 
is a contrast of relative height. All but the medial form meaning 'that near addressee' have 
the mid tone. In addition to the three main spoken varieties, Lisu also has a written style, 
which for the deictics is identical to Central Lisu. Southern Lisu also has a series of anaphoric 
deictics with an /ɑ55/ prefix, absent from the other varieties; the Southern Lisu proximal 
anaphoric form is related to the Central Lisu medial form, and is extremely frequent in 
Southern Lisu. Otherwise, the differences between these forms mainly reflect regular 
phonological differences between dialects. 
 
    Northern Central/ Southern 
      Written referential anaphoric 
PROXIMAL   the33  thø33  the33  ɑ55 the33 
MEDIAL   ɣo35  ɑ55 thø33  
DISTAL/SAME LEVEL  gɯ33  go33  go33  ɑ55 go33 
DISTAL/HIGHER LEVEL  ɲo55  nø33  nø33  ɑ55 nø33 

DISTAL/LOWER LEVEL  dʒɯ33  dʑø33  dʒø33/dzø33 ɑ55dʒø33/ɑ55 dzø33 
 
Some Northern and Southern Lisu speakers occasionally use Central/literary forms instead of 
their own dialect form in some deictics, due to the influence of literacy. 
 There are also expressive distal deictic forms for reference to items at greater distance, 
all with high tone; those where a voiced/voiceless contrast exists have voiceless initial forms. 
Expressive distal reduplicated forms with a high tone followed by a mid tone mean 'in the 
area around'; these are infrequent. A second type of reduplicated form expresses very great 
distance; both syllables have high tone; these are moderately frequent, and vary somewhat 
in initial voicing. 
 All these forms usually occur after the head noun that they refer to, and are almost 
always followed by a nominal postposition: most often nominaliser /mɑ44/, but also manner, 
Central /lø44/ or Northern and Southern /le44/; locative /kwɑ44/ (or in contracted forms with 
the vowel /ɑ/ of the locative); topic /ɲɑ44/; secondary topic /nɑ21/; object, Central and 
Northern /tæ55/, Southern /læ55/; temporal /thæ21/ and so on. Various sequences of these 
postpositions also occur. In context, a deictic phrase frequently occurs without a preceding 
head noun, and very occasionally a deictic phrase can occur without a following nominal 
postposition. Where a deictic co-occurs with a numeral plus classifier, this comes immediately 
after the deictic and before the nominal postposition.  
 This paper will discuss how these forms are used in a variety of texts: 
 1) Lisu songs in 7-syllable frames 
 2) Traditional Lisu narrative in the three dialects 
 3) Modern Lisu original written texts 
 4) Lisu Bible texts 
 5) Lisu texts translated from Chinese 

- 2 -
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The Synchronic and Diachronic Phonology of Hkak-tsa Tibetan:

A Special Variety of Amdo Tibetan

Qi Chen, Jingyao Zheng, You-Jing Lin
Peking University

ABSTRACT
Among the three major dialects of Tibetan spoken in China (based on the popular 
classification as proposed by Qu and Jin 1981, and by Zhang 1993, for example), 
Amdo was previously reckoned as more like Dbus-Gtsang in that internally it is 
rather homogeneous. (The other Tibetan dialect, Kham, has been found to be 
internally heterogeneous with rather low degree of mutual intelligibility. See J. Sun 
2003 and J. Sun (ed.) 2014 for details). However, as more descriptions of various 
related speech forms have been made available, it is now quite clear that Amdo 
shows a high degree of dialectal variation (Tribur 2019: §1.3.3). Against this 
backdrop, this paper lays out a phonological profile of Hkak-tsa, an Amdo variety 
that has often been picked out by speakers of neighboring Amdo varieties as 
peculiar and somewhat unintelligible, despite the fact that it is situated in the 
County of Bsung-Chu (A.K.A Xiahe County, in Gansu Province), a locality that 
fall within the unambiguous boundaries of the Amdo region. Based on first-hand 
materials collected with Hkak-tsa speakers, we explore the Hkak-tsa phonological 
system from both synchronic and diachronic perspectives, and compare the 
patterns with those that have been worked out in other dialects of Amdo Tibetan.
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Lisu Deictics: Dialect and Genre 
David Bradley 

La Trobe University 
<d.bradley@latrobe.edu.au> 

 
Like many Tibeto-Burman languages, Lisu has a complex system of deictics. For distals, there 
is a contrast of relative height. All but the medial form meaning 'that near addressee' have 
the mid tone. In addition to the three main spoken varieties, Lisu also has a written style, 
which for the deictics is identical to Central Lisu. Southern Lisu also has a series of anaphoric 
deictics with an /ɑ55/ prefix, absent from the other varieties; the Southern Lisu proximal 
anaphoric form is related to the Central Lisu medial form, and is extremely frequent in 
Southern Lisu. Otherwise, the differences between these forms mainly reflect regular 
phonological differences between dialects. 
 
    Northern Central/ Southern 
      Written referential anaphoric 
PROXIMAL   the33  thø33  the33  ɑ55 the33 
MEDIAL   ɣo35  ɑ55 thø33  
DISTAL/SAME LEVEL  gɯ33  go33  go33  ɑ55 go33 
DISTAL/HIGHER LEVEL  ɲo55  nø33  nø33  ɑ55 nø33 

DISTAL/LOWER LEVEL  dʒɯ33  dʑø33  dʒø33/dzø33 ɑ55dʒø33/ɑ55 dzø33 
 
Some Northern and Southern Lisu speakers occasionally use Central/literary forms instead of 
their own dialect form in some deictics, due to the influence of literacy. 
 There are also expressive distal deictic forms for reference to items at greater distance, 
all with high tone; those where a voiced/voiceless contrast exists have voiceless initial forms. 
Expressive distal reduplicated forms with a high tone followed by a mid tone mean 'in the 
area around'; these are infrequent. A second type of reduplicated form expresses very great 
distance; both syllables have high tone; these are moderately frequent, and vary somewhat 
in initial voicing. 
 All these forms usually occur after the head noun that they refer to, and are almost 
always followed by a nominal postposition: most often nominaliser /mɑ44/, but also manner, 
Central /lø44/ or Northern and Southern /le44/; locative /kwɑ44/ (or in contracted forms with 
the vowel /ɑ/ of the locative); topic /ɲɑ44/; secondary topic /nɑ21/; object, Central and 
Northern /tæ55/, Southern /læ55/; temporal /thæ21/ and so on. Various sequences of these 
postpositions also occur. In context, a deictic phrase frequently occurs without a preceding 
head noun, and very occasionally a deictic phrase can occur without a following nominal 
postposition. Where a deictic co-occurs with a numeral plus classifier, this comes immediately 
after the deictic and before the nominal postposition.  
 This paper will discuss how these forms are used in a variety of texts: 
 1) Lisu songs in 7-syllable frames 
 2) Traditional Lisu narrative in the three dialects 
 3) Modern Lisu original written texts 
 4) Lisu Bible texts 
 5) Lisu texts translated from Chinese 
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Superstratum Interference in Language Contact:
The Emergence of Velar-Nasal Codas in Hani Language

Name: Xiaobei Chen
Affiliation: Department of Chinese Language and Literature, Peking University
Contact Address: No.5 Yiheyuan Road, Haidian District, Beijing

Abstract:
The mechanism of sound change induced by language contact can be divided into two types,
according to the direction of interference. Opposite to frequently-studied substratum interference,
superstratum interference refers to the process how recipient language is assimilated by source
language. From the perspective of language acquisition, which is a microscopic window of
language contact, superstratum interference means the influence of target language (L2) on mother
tongue (L1), not restricted to loanwords, but also affecting inherent allophones, phonemes, and
even syllable structures.

The rhythm system of Yi-Burmese languages tend to be rather simple, basically composed of
monophthongs and few diphthongs in loanwords. However, velar nasal codas /oŋ/ have been
emerging in the Hani dialect of Qimaba, Yunnan Province, resulting in the emergence of a new
syllable structure (C)VN.

Evidences from sociolinguistic research and perception experiments proved this variation, /ɔ/>/oŋ/,
was largely caused by superstratum interference from local Chinese dialect and Mandarin. For old
generation, the proportion of nasal coda production is correlated with their Chinese proficiency,
especially their capacity to perceive and discriminate nasal codas in Chinese; while most
adolescents have replaced /ɔ/ with /oŋ/, only those raised by grandparents may still remain old
pronunciations. Furthermore, interlanguages and bilinguals play determinant roles in superstratum
interference.

Keywords: Hani language, superstratum interference, language contact
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洱海地区白语名量词的指称功能 

程珊珊   Cheng Shanshan 
北京大学中文系   

北京市海淀区颐和园路� 5� 号北京大学勺园� 3� 号楼 

提要：白语是主要分布于中国云南省的一种少数民族语言。一些白语方言的名量词类型

丰富且功能发达，在具体的语境中其隐现规律也较为复杂。考虑到语篇材料的丰富程度

及名量词功能的显著性，本文以洱海地区的白语名量词为研究对象，该地区的白语按徐

琳、赵衍荪（1984）的共时分类属南部白语中的大理土语，按汪锋（2012）的历时分类

属东支白语。 

关于白语名量词的用法，一些研究者指出白族人认为名词和量词在语感上是一个自

然的语言成分（王锋� 2005，赵金灿� 2009，杨斌涛� 2016），白语名词须与量词结合为名量

结构才能入句，而另一些研究强调白语名-量结构与光杆名词相比有特殊的指称意义，

大致为名-量结构表示定指/特指，光杆名词表示泛指。 

讨论名词性短语的指称，不能脱离具体的语境，然而对于白语名量词的具体指称功

能的描写，尚未见立足于语篇的系统研究。本文将语篇描写和启发式调查结合起来，以

量词为切入点，探讨白语的指称表达。 

本文以可识别性（identifiability）为核心概念构建指称体系，然后从白语语篇材

料出发，结合母语者的真值判断和恰当性判断，变换各种语境，观察量词功能与指称体

系中的概念之间是否存在稳定的对应关系。 

我们发现：（1）名词性短语在句子中的指称，一方面取决于自身的可识别度，另一

方面受到信息结构的调节；（2）有定和无定指称都具有多种实现的形式，而并非仅取决

于量词有无；（3）广泛分布的名-量结构具有异质性，可分为优先出现在动词后引入新信

息的名-量� 1和优先在动词前指称可识别事物的名-量� 2；（4）各种名词性短语的可识别性

存在强弱区别，由强到弱可排列为：指量结构＞领属结构等＞名-量� 2＞名-量� 1＞光杆数

量结构＞ʨia33
-量结构。 

在指称格局中，白语各类名词性短语在分布-功能类上有较明确的分野，但名-量� 2

与光杆名词在类指和定指上存在竞争。总体而言，带量词的形式为优势形式，光杆名词

为受限形式，名-量结构的指称功能和分布存在扩散趋势，而光杆名词的分布则逐渐受

限。 

本文的研究也表明：白语量词的本质功能不是表示定指，而是通过对表类的光杆名

词进行个体化，提高指称的显著度；而定指用法是指称显著度提升和名词分类词系统合

力形成的结果。 

关键词：白语，名量词，光杆名词，指称性，显著度，个体化，分类词 
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Tonal Developments in Baima 

Katia Chirkova (CNRS-CRLAO) 

katia.chirkova@gmail.com 

This paper focuses on the development of tones in Baima (ISO-639 code bqh), a little-studied 

Tibetic language of the Chinese-Qiang-Tibetan-rGyalrong borderland. Previous studies of the 

historical phonology of Baima (Zhang 1994a,b; Huang & Zhang 1995) provide an extensive 

account of the development of Baima initials and rhymes, but devote little attention to the 

development of its tones. A brief outline in Huang & Zhang (1995: 101-102) concludes that 

tonal development is conditioned by onset voicing and rhyme length, while leaving many 

developments unexplained. This paper reexamines this conclusion in light of newly collected 

data and an updated phonological analysis. The analysis recognizes (i) epiglottalization as 

secondary articulation in Baima consonants (epiglottalized consonants develop from OT 

voiced obstruents and sonorants with preradicals); and (ii) phonation as one of the phonetic 

correlates of tone in Baima (Chirkova et al. forthcoming). In this new analysis, Baima is argued 

to have a tonal system, characterized by syllable-level contrasts, involving the redundant use 

of pitch, voice quality, vowel length, and syllable onset co-occurrence patterns, see Table 1.  

Tone Phonation Length Syllable onset Example Gloss 

high falling tense short T, Tʰ, D, ND, ND epiglottalized, 

S, S epiglottalized 

nô inside 

mid-level modal 

long 

T, ND, S nō heaven 

low lax Tʰ, D, ND, S nò exist 

Table 1. Phonetic correlates of tone in Baima. T = voiceless unaspirated obstruent, Tʰ = 

voiceless aspirated obstruent, D = voiced obstruent, ND = prenasalized stop or affricate, S = 

sonorant. 

Building on this new analysis, Baima tonal history is argued to have begun with the genesis of 

the low register that was conditioned by, on the one hand, phonation and laryngeal specification 

of onset consonants and, on the other hand, rhyme length. The resulting low versus non-low 

register system was later restructured, following a split of the non-low register, conditioned by 

the coda type: falling tone in syllables with zero or stop codas, and level tone in syllables with 

nasal and liquid codas or coalesced syllables (see Table 2). 
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  Tone 

Onset 

High falling Mid Low 

rhyme length 

short long 

modern OT onset OT -∅, -b, -d, 

-g

OT -m, -n, -ng, -s, -l; 

coalesced syllables 

TV simplex voiced & voiceless unaspirated 

obstruent; voiceless unaspirated obstruent with 

preradicals 

tense 

modal 

SV simplex sonorant 
NDV voiced obstruent + m-, '- 

TʰV simplex voiceless aspirated obstruent 

lax DV epiglottalized voiced obstruent + r-, l-, s-, b-, d-, g- 
NDV epiglottalized aspirated obstruent + m-, '- 

SV epiglottalized sonorant + r-, l-, s-, b-, d-, g-, m-, '- 

Table 2. Phonation types associated with different syllable onsets and tones. OT = Old Tibetan. 

Cells shaded in gray show non-occurring combinations.  

The paper provides detailed arguments for these changes with particular attention to their 

underlying phonetic mechanisms (including coarticulatory effects of aspirated onsets on the 

voice quality of following vowels, Garellek & Keating 2011; and interaction between 

phonation and nasality, Garellek et al. 2016). The paper further comments on ongoing change 

in Baima contrastive phonation categories, leading to pitch and/or vowel quality overtaking 

phonation as the primary cue of the original contrast (cf. Keating et al. 2011; Kuang & Cui 

2018). The final part of the paper links its findings to broader developments in the neighboring 

languages (Evans 2006, Evans et al. 2016; Sun 1997, 2001; Sun et al. 2017; Suzuki 2015; Sims 

2020).  
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The Metaphorical Associations of Verb Prefixes in Western Minyag 

Western Minyag (iso639-3: wmg) is a Tibeto-Burman language spoken in the vicinity 
of Mt. Gongga, western Sichuan, China. Rich systems of topographically deictic 
verbal prefixes are a defining feature of languages in the Qiangic diffusion area. 
Seven directional prefixes have been identified in Western Minyag: upward, 
downward, upstream, downstream, towards speaker, away from speaker, and non-
specific (Ikeda 2008). Unlike most other languages of the area, Western Minyag’s 
verb prefixing system appears to contain no TAM information. Many verb stems take 
only a single directional prefix with no topographic salience, resulting in what Shirai 
(2009) has referred to as arbitrary connections, or “fossilized” forms. The current 
work proposes that, rather than being arbitrary, the fossilization of directional prefixes 
and verb stem pairings in Western Minyag has been influenced by metaphorical 
concepts. Using a broad corpus of natural speech data collected through extensive 
firsthand fieldwork and relevant theory from cultural linguistics and the study of 
metaphor in language, the author proposes a system of metaphorical associations to 
explain why certain prefixes may have become fused with certain verbs. In adhering 
to this perspective, a pattern emerges through which it will be possible to understand 
how seemingly unrelated verbs such as ‘eat’ (ɦandzɨ) and ‘lose’ (ɦapʰu), both of 
which take the downstream marker, may have assumed their current forms via 
metaphorical extension. In this case, literally ‘down the hatch’ in tandem with the 
metaphorically riverine system of the human body, and ‘carried away’ within the 
metaphorically riverine system of what it means to have had or kept track of 
something at some temporal point in the flowing progression of existence. This 
methodological approach allows for fresh examinations of Western Minyag verbs, 
and even hold promise for identifying previously undescribed directional prefixes. 
Finally, by considering how metaphor may have played a role in influencing the 
grammaticalization of Western Minyag verb forms, this study offers a new angle from 
which to approach the study of similar features and processes in the region at large—a 
region where there exists a great deal of shared history and culture, and perhaps, 
shared conceptual metaphors as well. 
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A comparative account of the Jinghpaw lexicon in China, Myanmar and India:
Evidence of the limited effects of language contact
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This paper presents an analysis of the lexicon for a wide range of Jinghpaw (景颇语)

varieties in order to provide a preliminary account of dialect diversity within the group as part

of the development of a larger phylogeny of the greater Sal family within Tibeto-Burman.

Varieties of Jinghpaw – also known under the names Singpho and Kachin – are spoken in

Southwest China, Upper Myanmar and Northeast India.

In comparing different Jinghpaw doculects, special attention is given to the influence of past

and present contact situations on the lexicon, in particular regarding Sinitic, Burmish, Tai and

Indo-Aryan influences on the lexicon. Consideration is also given to the native lexicon in

comparison to other Sal varieties in order to determine the timing of splits within Sal and

potential borrowing events. This account provides an additional step toward an historical

reconstruction of Proto-Sal and intermediate steps in the development of its descendant

varieties.

For our analysis, approximately 475 lexical stems were analysed across roughly 20

Jinghpaw doculects from China, Myanmar and Northeast India, including both modern

varieties and published descriptions from the 19th and early 20th century.

Our analysis shows that despite lexical diversity within the Jinghpaw varieties, many of the

external borrowings are shared across the continuum – in particular with words borrowed

from Tai, indicating a much earlier time of borrowing. Sinitic borrowings are few and recent,

and are not widespread within the family, being limited primarily to varieties within China.

Additionally, Jinghpaw shows a surprisingly stable vocabulary in comparison to other

branches of the Sal group within Tibeto-Burman.
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A study of Tibetan loanwords in Minyag language 

[Abstract] 
    Based on the field investigation, taking the entries in Minyag dictionary as an 

example, this paper analyzes and summarizes the situation, time, scope, way, part 
of speech and meaning of Tibetan loanwords in Minyag language by means of 
comparative analysis and induction. In Minyag Tibetan loanwords, there are common 
and individual characteristics of Tibeto Burmese and even Sino-Tibetan 
loanwords. This paper studies and analyzes the loanwords, and provides case data for 
the division of cognate words and loanwords, as well as the classification and 
typology of Tibeto Burmese and even Sino Tibetan Languages. 

[Key words]Minyag language;Tibetan loanwords; word meaning classification; 
features
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On the fate of the Tibeto-Burman copula #ni in Southwest China 
 

Scott DeLancey 
University of Oregon 

 
There is good evidence for the pan-TB copula #ni, which is strongly attested in the Central 
languages, clearly present in the Western branch, but only weakly attested in Burmo-Qiangic. 
Jacques and Pellard (2020)  suggest that this may be because it was replaced there by the 
innovative copula  #ŋu ~ ŋo, which has reflexes in most of the Burmo-Qiangic languages. 
Older #ni is, however, present in Naic and Ersuic, and therefore must have been present in 
Proto-Burmo-Qiangic. And we find traces of it in other languages which suggest a more 
nuanced interaction with the new copula than simple replacement. 
 In all branches of the family we see copula #ni used as sentence-final particles 
indicating certainty or evidentiality, as in Kinnauri (West Himalayan; Saxena 2000), Mizo 
(South Central, Chhangte 1993), and in Yongning Na (Burmo-Qiangic, Lidz 2010), where 
the copula ni33 “can also appear in sentences where it is not syntactically obligatory … native 
speakers receive a strong epistemic reading of certainty or assertion for ni33 in these cases” 
(Lidz 2010: 354). Several other Burmo-Qiangic languages have stance-marking particles 
which appear to have this origin, although they no longer have true copula functions, for 
example Munya (Qiangic) nyi which  “indicates that the information provided by the speaker 
is not shared by the addressee” (Bai 2019: 149) or Kua’nsi (Central Ngwi) “direct evidential 
and speaker asymmetric engagement marker” a33nɛ21 which “encodes the speaker’s personal 
experience or knowledge which is not shared by the addressee” (H. Huang 2020): 
 There is evidence from elsewhere in the family of an association between #ni and 
negation (e.g. van der Auwera and Vossens 2017), and we find this also in fossilized 
constructions in Burmo-Qiangic languages. In Geshiza (Rgyalrongic; Honkasalo 2019) the 
copula ŋuə is used only in the affirmative, and contrasts with a suppletive negative copula 
mɲa. The first segment of this form is the negative prefix, again leaving a relict copula #ɲa <  
#ni. Similarly in Puxi Qiang the affirmative copula məi contrasts with a negated suppletive 
form me-ɳo (C. Huang 2004: 102), which appears to be relatable to #ni. 
 We thus have ample evidence a) that #ni indeed reconstructs to the common ancestor 
of all Tibeto-Burman languages, b) that it remained in Proto-Burmo-Qiangic, with an 
inherited stance-marking function and association with negation, even after the innovation of  
#ŋu ~ ŋo. This paper will explore what can be reconstructed about the functions of these two 
copular roots in the proto-language. 
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The tones of verbs in Shekua Na (Mosuo)
in light of combinations with affixes

Maxime Fily1
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1Université Grenoble Alpes

Tone systems are a topical issue in the study of Sino-Tibetan languages of Southwest China (Jacques, 2011),
including in some varieties that had initially been reported as non-tonal (Lín, 2012). Specifically, the attention
of participants at STLS workshops since 2008 has been brought to the tone systems of languages of the Naic
sub-group (Chirkova & Michaud, 2009; Michaud, 2017). The present talk aims to continue the work of Dobbs &
La (2016) on the Lataddi variety of Narua (also referred to as Na and Mosuo). Following the hint of Dobbs &
La (2016, p. 98), who specifically pointed to the tones of verbs as a topic for further research, we focus on the
tones of verbs. Fresh fieldwork was conducted in 2019 in the village of Shekua (Yunnan), home of the second
author, a native speaker of Shekua Na.

We use what can by now be considered as a standard approach consisting in assessing the tones of verbs
through their realizations in several contexts. Specifically, we used realizations (i) in isolation (“citation forms”),
(ii) with the negation prefix and (iii) inside a frame consisting of an accomplished prefix and a peRfective
suffix, as shown in Table 1.

Isolation Negative Accompl. – PeRfective
veRb Real. suRf. phon. Real. suRf. phon. Real. suRf. phon.
to look li˥ H H mɤ˥ li˥ H.H H.H le˥ li˥ se˥˩ H.H.HL H.H.H
to speak ʐwɤ˥˩ HL HL mɤ˥ ʐwɤ˩ H.L H.L le˥ ʐwɤ˩ se˩ H.L.L H.L.L
to eat dzɯ˥˩ HL HL mɤ˩ dzɯ˥ L.H L.H le˩ dzɯ˥ se˥˩ L.H.HL L.H.H
to hit lɑ˩˥ LH L mɤ˥ lɑ˩ H.L H.L le˥ lɑ˩ se˥˩ H.L.HL H.L.H

to walk (FUT) bi˩˥ LH L mɤ˥ bi˩ H.L H.L le˥ bi˩ se˩ H.L.L H.L.L
to draw tɕi˩˥ LH L mɤ˩ tɕi˥ L.H L.H le˩ tɕi˥ se˩ L.H.L L.H.L

Table 1: Six tonal categories for monosyllabic verbs and their realization in 3 different contexts (Real. = phonetic realization;
suRf. = surface tone pattern; phon. = underlying tone pattern). The plain line separates the High-Tone and Low-Tone
categories, and the dashed line separates two sub-categories of H tones.

Based on a collection of 44 monosyllabic verbs, elicited in three different contexts, six tone categories for verbs
are identified.

The High-Tone categories (Tones H and HL in isolation: the top three data lines in Table 3) are as numerous
as the Low-Tone categories (Tone LH in isolation: the bottom three data lines in Table 3). Verbs with an H
citation form exhibit high tone on every morpheme in the contexts studied here. Verbs with an HL citation form
need to be split into two subsets, as they have different realizations in combination with affixes. Verbs with an
LH citation form (to which we refer as the Low-Tone category) need to be split into no less than three subtypes,
hence the total number of six lexical tone categories.

Some tonal patterns observed in Shekua Na are also attested in other languages of the area, such as “the
prohibition of all-L tonal domains”, or the existence of contour tones only at the end of a tone group (Chirkova
& Michaud, 2009, p. 4; Dobbs & La, 2016, p. 90; Jacques, 2011, p. 8). Remembering that “the devil is in the
detail”, we will walk the audience through the analysis of our data. A quick overview of the broader fieldwork
dataset under construction will also be provided, presenting questionings on Na morpho-phonology as a part of
the language’s grammar.
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The fieldwork for this study received funding from the Grenoble Alpes University 2019 IDEX International Mobility
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Herder or farmer?
Stau speakers’ perceptions of Stau and Amdo
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Abstract
Stau is a Gyalrongic (Sino-Tibetan) language spoken by approximately 27,000 people living primarily
in Daofu County of Ganzi Prefecture, Sichuan Province, China (Tunzhi 2017, Tunzhi et al. 2019,
Gates 2017, Gates & Kim 2018, Gates et al. 2019, Gates 2021). Urbanization is rapidly on the rise in
Sichuan Province, and speakers of the Stau language are also being swept up into the trend to move
from the village and township level (乡下 xiāngxià) to county seats (e.g., Daofu Town, Danba Town,
Luhuo Town) and also to big urban centers, e.g., Chengdu. In addition, Stau speakers have a long
history of contact with Amdo speakers, which is evident through the high number of loanwords from
Amdo in the Stau language. Currently there are a large number of Stau speakers that are also fluent in
a Tibetic variety, typically Amdo. Speakers of Stau identify strongly as Tibetans and are also officially
classified as藏族 Zàngzú by the Chinese government.

In this chapter I will argue that while Stau speakers view their language and culture as descending
from ancient Tibetan, they also have a high awareness of the difference between their language and
Amdo; or in their own words the difference between rõskɛ ‘farmer language’ and mbroskɛ ‘herder
language’. I will also discuss how this awareness of difference is perceived and how this perception
impacts language use. Speakers of Stau perceive rõskɛ as a deviant form of Tibetan�藏话 zànghuà),
which is often discussed as an improper form of Tibetan, or a useless language, while mbroskɛ is
considered a proper form of Tibetan. There is even a saying from Amdo that everyone knows that can
be translated, “rõskɛ is the language of the demons, but mbroskɛ is the language of the gods.” Despite
this outward self-deprecation, there is also a deep layer of enjoyment and pride that Stau speakers
demonstrate towards rõskɛ and the culture that goes with rõskɛ. Thus, I will attempt to make sense of
this contradiction.
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These perceptions will explored through two angles. Firstly, I will look at loanwords in the lan-
guage and the relative ease Stau speakers have at identifying mbroskɛ loanwords. The semantic do-
mains of religion, agriculture, animal husbandry, and material culture will be examined. Secondly, I
will look at how entire linguistic genre have been borrowed from neighboring Tibetans (mostly Amdo),
e.g., religious chants, songs, and folk narratives. These genre are also quickly identified by Stau speak-
ers as descending frommbroskɛ and not from rõskɛ, even when in some cases they have been translated
into rõskɛ. The increase of mbroskɛ usage and the negative views towards rõskɛ poses a challenge to
the survival of Stau, but one that is currently being met by linguistic cohabitation.
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’s

ɣ, p, b, h, n, m, ŋ, k, ɡ/. As for glides, there are only 

ndj, ptsj, psw, psʰw, xtj, xtsj, xpw, 
xtsw, xtsʰw, bzw, ŋɡw, ŋkw/. 

guage whose “maximal onset or 
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A Preliminary Study on the Phonology of Mangjing Awa, a Mon-Khmer language
Spoken by Bulang people in Southwest China
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Abstract: Mangjing Awa is a variety (or called ‘阿尔佤方言’ in Li et al. 1986) of 
Bulang language (布朗语) spoken by Bulang people (布朗族) in Southwestern China. 
Genealogically, it is a member of the Palaungic group of Northern Mon-Khmer
branch of Austro-Asiatic language family. Compared to other Palaungic languages, its 
phonology takes on a state of transition (1) from a sesquisyllabic type to a 
monosyllabic type and (2) from phonation-type register to tone register with a 
high/low opposition. For the first transition, we can observe the fusion of a presyllable 
and a main syllable, such as /ɕuiŋᴴ/ ‘snake’ and /ɕaŋᴴ/ ‘bone’ which are /si ʔuiŋ/ ‘snake’ 
and /si ʔaŋ/ ‘bone’ in Standard Wa (i.e. Parauk Wa), respectively. The phoneme /ɕ/ has 
a rarely-heard free variant [sj] which was probably a presyllable formerly. There are 
also some other phenomena of monosyllabicization in different levels: (a) lexical 
level, e.g. [mlutᴴ] is the short for /muᴴ.lutᴴ/ ‘rounded, roundish, spherical’; (b)
morpho-syntactical level, e.g. [tjaŋᴴ] or [taŋᴴ] is the short for /taᴴ.ʑaŋᴸ/ ‘not yet;
cannot’ (in which /taᴴ/ is a negative adverb and /ʑaŋᴸ/ means ‘be able to, can’), [lɤʔᴴ]
is the short for /laʔᴸ.ʔɤʔᴴ/ ‘with me’ (in which /laʔᴸ/ is a comitative preposition and 
/ʔɤʔᴴ/ is the first-person singular); (c) clausal level, e.g. [kɻuᴴ] is the short for /kuᴴruᴴ/
‘where will you go?’. Each level deserves a further deeper study in different aspects.
For the second transition, we can observe a basically stable lexical-tone system with a 
high/low opposition accompanied by an eroded phonation type (i.e. modal vs. 
breathy). Unlike other varieties of Bulang language in Northern Thailand (Giaphong 
2004, Pijitra 1986) that voice quality is the phonological contrast with accompanying 
different pitches, the tone contrast in Mangjing Awa has gained the dominance.
Furthermore, the third tone begins to split from the high tone conditioned by the 
aspiration loss of consonant initials in two of five hamlets in Mangjing village.

Keywords: Mangjing Awa; Phonology; Monosyllabicization; Tone register; 
Tonogenesis
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丽江宝山乡纳西语岩可话的声调
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50 年代前贤对纳语组语言（纳西语方言）代表性方言土语的语音特点进行了

描写(和即仁、姜竹仪 1985; 姜竹仪 2015)，70 年代初步构拟了原始纳语的声韵

调系统(Bradley 1975)。近年来对纳语组语言的调查研究从理论和方法上都取得了

新进展，如摩梭话(Dobbs & La, 2016; Lidz, 2010; Michaud, 2017)、冷不落话

(Michaud and He 2010)、片丁话(和丽昆 2018)、玛丽玛萨话(下同，李子鹤 2013)

等。但原始纳语（Proto-Naish）的声调构拟却尚未更新(Jacques & Michaud, 2011; 

李子鹤 2013)，一个重要原始是纳语组语言共时声调较为复杂，原始纳语的声调

构拟较为困难。例如摩梭话存在复杂的词调和形态调系规则(Michaud 2017)。近

年来纳语组语言的声调研究主要集中在丽江坝区纳西语，或远离标准语（大研镇

话）的摩梭话，以及水田话(Michaud 2009)、玛丽玛萨话等。摩梭话的声调是目

前发现的最为复杂的声调，而丽江坝区附近的声调系统较为“简单”。宝山、奉

科金沙江沿岸纳语组语言声调复杂程度介于摩梭话和大研镇话之间，值得进一步

深入调查研究。岩可村位于丽江市玉龙纳西族自治县宝山乡。岩可话与丽江坝区

方言土语交流困难。岩可话共有高（55）、中（33）、低（11）、低中升（13）、以

及升（24）5 个单音节调。岩可话的变调比较丰富，如（1）“名词+形容词”合

成词中颜色形容词和名词变调；（2）数量短语中数词和量词变调；（3）动词重叠

变调；（4）表颜色形容词重叠变调；（5）合音变调。以上五种常见变调的条件与

丽江坝区附近的纳西语相似，但变调表现并不相同。调查研究岩可话的声调系统

对纳语组语言声调构拟、丰富声调描写以及声调类型学具有重要的意义。

关键字 纳语组 纳西语 声调 变调
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A Preliminary Study on the Phonology of Mangjing Awa, a Mon-Khmer language
Spoken by Bulang people in Southwest China

Wei Han (韩蔚)
School of Humanities, Shanghai Normal University

908440559@qq.com

Abstract: Mangjing Awa is a variety (or called ‘阿尔佤方言’ in Li et al. 1986) of 
Bulang language (布朗语) spoken by Bulang people (布朗族) in Southwestern China. 
Genealogically, it is a member of the Palaungic group of Northern Mon-Khmer
branch of Austro-Asiatic language family. Compared to other Palaungic languages, its 
phonology takes on a state of transition (1) from a sesquisyllabic type to a 
monosyllabic type and (2) from phonation-type register to tone register with a 
high/low opposition. For the first transition, we can observe the fusion of a presyllable 
and a main syllable, such as /ɕuiŋᴴ/ ‘snake’ and /ɕaŋᴴ/ ‘bone’ which are /si ʔuiŋ/ ‘snake’ 
and /si ʔaŋ/ ‘bone’ in Standard Wa (i.e. Parauk Wa), respectively. The phoneme /ɕ/ has 
a rarely-heard free variant [sj] which was probably a presyllable formerly. There are 
also some other phenomena of monosyllabicization in different levels: (a) lexical 
level, e.g. [mlutᴴ] is the short for /muᴴ.lutᴴ/ ‘rounded, roundish, spherical’; (b)
morpho-syntactical level, e.g. [tjaŋᴴ] or [taŋᴴ] is the short for /taᴴ.ʑaŋᴸ/ ‘not yet;
cannot’ (in which /taᴴ/ is a negative adverb and /ʑaŋᴸ/ means ‘be able to, can’), [lɤʔᴴ]
is the short for /laʔᴸ.ʔɤʔᴴ/ ‘with me’ (in which /laʔᴸ/ is a comitative preposition and 
/ʔɤʔᴴ/ is the first-person singular); (c) clausal level, e.g. [kɻuᴴ] is the short for /kuᴴruᴴ/
‘where will you go?’. Each level deserves a further deeper study in different aspects.
For the second transition, we can observe a basically stable lexical-tone system with a 
high/low opposition accompanied by an eroded phonation type (i.e. modal vs. 
breathy). Unlike other varieties of Bulang language in Northern Thailand (Giaphong 
2004, Pijitra 1986) that voice quality is the phonological contrast with accompanying 
different pitches, the tone contrast in Mangjing Awa has gained the dominance.
Furthermore, the third tone begins to split from the high tone conditioned by the 
aspiration loss of consonant initials in two of five hamlets in Mangjing village.

Keywords: Mangjing Awa; Phonology; Monosyllabicization; Tone register; 
Tonogenesis
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Phonosemantic associations in Amdo Tibetan
ideophones

Ian Joo
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

11 Yuk Choi Rd., Hung Hom, Hong Kong SAR
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In this presentation, I will introduce a preliminary analysis of phonosemantic associations in
254 Amdo Tibetan ideophones derived from the dictionary of Geng et al. (2018). After gathering
the ideophones from the dictionary, I have classified each ideophone into a concept as defined by
the Database of Cross-Linguistic Colexifications (CLICS³, Rzymski et al. 2020). Then, ideophone
data belonging to two concepts that are shown to be cross-linguistically colexified in CLICS³were
merged together. For example, data of ideophonewhosemeaning is classified as darkwasmerged
with the data of ideophone whose meaning is classified as black, since CLICS³ demonstrates that
at least three languages belonging to different language families colexify dark and black. The
binomial tests on the occurrence of each phoneme in ideophones belonging to a given concept,
corrected by Bonferroni correction for multiple comparison, yield the results shown in Table 1.
The concepts separated by a period represent colexified concepts that are treated as one concept.

Some of the results seem quite intuitive, such as the association between /ph/ and wing.fly,
or that between /h/ and laugh. Other associations, such as that between dark.black and /k/, call
for further theoretical explanations, which could lead to interesting conclusions.
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Concept Phoneme

DARK.BLACK k
DRIP (EMIT LIQUID).FLOW k
FLOW.FLY (MOVE THROUGH AIR) ɬ
FLOW.WALK ʂ
LAUGH h
LAZY l
PENIS.BIRD k
PENIS.BIRD t
PENIS.BIRD ə
PENIS.BIRD tɕ
SHAKE.SHIVER m
SHAKE.SHIVER j
SHAKE.SHIVER o
SHAKE.SWAY e
SHAKE.SWAY m
SHAKE.SWAY o
SHAKE.SWAY j
SHAKE.SWAY d
SHINE.BRIGHT m
SPREAD OUT th
WING.FLY (MOVE THROUGH AIR) ph

Table 1: Phonosemantic associations
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Lexical borrowability in Jinghpaw 
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Borrowability is one of the key concepts in contact linguistics. Understanding how given words 
are susceptible or resistant to borrowing is also fundamental to understanding the idea of basic 
vocabulary. In order to address cross-linguistic borrowability, the Loanword Typology (LWT) 
project, a collaborative and comparative study on lexical borrowability, investigated borrowing 
rates based on 41 sample languages of the world, asking “How likely is it that a word with a given 
lexical meaning would be borrowed from one language into another?” (Haspelmath and Tadmor 
2009: 1) The project, resulted in the online World Loanword Database (Haspelmath and Tadmor, 
eds. 2009), showed that words belonging to semantic fields such as Religion and belief, Clothing 
and grooming, and The house are more borrowable than others such as The body, Spatial relations, 
and Sense perception (Tadmor 2009). The LWT project, however, represents only one Tibeto-
Burman language (i.e., Manange) as a recipient (not donor) language. 
 
This paper, based on the methodology laid out by the LWT project, attempts to measure the lexical 
borrowing rate in Jinghpaw, a Tibeto-Burman language of northern Myanmar and southwestern 
China. The language is spoken in a sociolinguistic circumstance where universal multilingualism 
and intensive language contact among Tibeto-Burman and non-Tibeto-Burman speakers have 
been a long-standing phenomenon. Some previous studies (e.g., Kurabe 2016, 2017) provided 
some Jinghpaw loan lexicons of different etymology, but no prior studies have explored the 
question of which semantic fields are more amendable to borrowing based on quantitative and 
statistical information. Our initial findings, as given below, show that loanwords in Jinghpaw are 
unevenly distributed across semantic fields, replicating the results of the LWT project. 
 
(1) Borrowing rates by semantic field (tentative) 
 Semantic field Loanwords as % of total 
 Clothing and grooming 36.59%  
 Religion and belief 34.78%  
 Food and drink 23.64%  
  .....  .....  
 Spatial relations 3.03%  
 Sense perception 2.17%  
 The body 0.79%  
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Our results also confirm the two oft-mentioned cross-linguistic tendencies of loanwords: (a) 
content words are more amendable to borrowing than function words; and (b) nouns are the most 
borrowable among semantic word classes although the borrowing rate of verbs is also 
significantly high. 
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Potential voiceless nasals in Proto-Gyalrongic

Lai Yunfan
Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology

Gyalrongic is a group of conservative languages in the Sino-Tibetan family,
with complex phonology and morphology (Sun 2000a,b, Lin and Luoerwu 2003,
Jacques 2004, Lai 2017, Gong 2018, and Zhang 2020, etc). The onset systems in
Gyalrongic language are of particular interest, they not only preserve many conso-
nant clusters which can be traced back to Proto-Sino-Tibetan, but also developed
many innovative consonantal phenomena. Understanding the history of onsets in
Gyalrongic languages certainly will benefit the study of Sino-Tibetan historical
linguistics.

This presentation aims to propose a potential solution to a group of non-trivial
sound correspondences across Gyalrongic languages. A certain group of oral plo-
sive initials (mainly in East Gyalrongic languages) correspond unexpectedly to
nasals (mainly in West Gyalrongic languages). These patterns are exhaustively
illustrated in Table 1.

Cogtse Bragbar Japhug Zbu Tshobdun Khroskyabs Geshiza Tangut Gloss

kɐ-wə̂ ka-ⁿbí kɤ-ⁿbi kɐ-ⁿbəʔ́ kɐ-ⁿbi bə̂ ‘give food’ mə 𘈈𘈈2047 mi¹ give
a-wij ʁmə́ shut eyes

tə-rpe tə-rpî tɤ-βɣi kə-wî tɐ-ɣveʔ lmə̂ bran, husk
tʃi-wok ɟi-ⁿbok tɑ-rⁿbɑʔ́ 𗿟𗿟2255 mu² ‘deep pond’ pond
ta-wat tɤ-ⁿbɤt pʰɑd́ rbæmæ ‘rooftop’ 𗏭𗏭2648 ma¹ ‘land’ mountain
tɐ-stok ta-stɐḱ stoʁ snóʁʔ stɔ snóɣ stʰɔ bean

ɯ-χtɯ ɣnú wnu (side)
ka-nə-wô kə-nə-ⁿgô ngo kɐ-nⁿgɐ́ tə-ngiʔ ŋo 𗥓𗥓2857 ŋo² be sick
kə-wa-wowô ɣɤ-wu kɐ-vɐ-wô tə-vɐ-vo 𗥸𗥸3388 ŋwu² cry

tə-ŋiɛŕ tɯ-ⁿgar tə-ⁿɢɐŕ sqʰar phlegm
ta-jkak ta-jkák ɴqoʁ ‘be hung’ lɴqʰóʁʔ ‘be hung’ səmqɔʔ ‘hang’ sŋǽʁ ‘hang’ ɕʰæŋɔ 𗤣𗤣3569 ma¹ hook
tɐ-rwak ta-rwák rʁaʁ kɐ-qɐ-rŋéʔ kɐ-qɐ-rŋiʔ rŋɑ̂ rŋa 𗼂𗼂2200 baʶ¹ hunt

kɤ-ʁaʁ kɐ-wɐʁ̂ kɐ-́wa rŋa 𗇱𗇱1188 ŋa² ‘ovum’ hatch

Table 1: Nasal-plosive correspondences in Gyalrongic

These plosive-nasal correspondences are unexpected, as Gyalrongic languages
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Our results also confirm the two oft-mentioned cross-linguistic tendencies of loanwords: (a) 
content words are more amendable to borrowing than function words; and (b) nouns are the most 
borrowable among semantic word classes although the borrowing rate of verbs is also 
significantly high. 
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normally agree in terms of articulation manner.
When nasals are in contact with plosives (and further to approximants in East

Gyalrongic), there are naturally two directions of reconstruction, the first one is to
reconstruct a plosive, and then explain its pathway towards a nasal, and the second
one is the other way around, reconstructing a nasal and explaining the change into
a plosive.

The plosive-to-nasal direction is rare, and often requires itself an additional
nasal to achieve. On the contrary, the nasal-to-plosive direction is typologically
common and usually sporadic without a need of an additional element.

Reconstructing a series of oral consonants for the plosive-nasal corespondences
in Gyalrongic requires an explanation of the way these plosives became nasals by
positing additional nasal elements that triggered nasality. On the contrary, positing
a series of voiceless nasals is more plausible in light of typological evidence.

In this presentation, I argue for evidence for the five voiceless nasals recon-
structed, *m̥-, *n̥-, *ŋ-̊, *ɴ̥- and *ɴ̥ʷ-, and explain how these proto-initials became
their modern reflexes in different Gyalrongic languages (see Table 2 for a sum-
mary. N = nasal, T = voiceless plosive, D = voiced plosive, W = approximant, V =
voiced labial-dental fricative v). In the conclusive part, I discuss the implications
voiceless nasals in Proto-Gyalrongic for the reconstruction of Proto-Sino-Tibetan.

Language Initial Intervocalic Preinitialed Prenasalised After *N- Homorganic *-T.N̥-
Cogtse W T W
Bragbar W T D N D
Japhug W T D N W
Zbu N/W N/Tʰ D N V
Tshobdun N/W T D V

Khroskyabs Tʰ N N D Tʰ
Geshiza N N Tʰ D
Tangut N D D

Table 2: Reflexes of voiceless nasals in Gyalrongic
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Cogtse W T W
Bragbar W T D N D
Japhug W T D N W
Zbu N/W N/Tʰ D N V
Tshobdun N/W T D V

Khroskyabs Tʰ N N D Tʰ
Geshiza N N Tʰ D
Tangut N D D

Table 2: Reflexes of voiceless nasals in Gyalrongic
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ABSTRACT  
The acoustic characteristics of the tense and lax contrasts have been 
studied extensively, and different measures were attested to be related, 
but few of these studies examined the validity of different measures and 
their relationships. This paper comprehensively examines three 
measures extracted from Electroglottographic (EGG) signals, namely 
fundamental frequency (F0), open quotient (OQ) and speed quotient 
(SQ), and five measures extracted from acoustic signals, namely H1*-
H2*, H2*-H4*, H1*-A1*, H1*-A2*, H1*-A3*, in the data obtained 
from 10 Zhoucheng Bai speakers. It shows that all measures play a role 
in the distinction of tense and lax contrasts, but the validity of the 
measures varies across different tense and lax contrasts. It is worth 
noting that none of these measures show a consistent difference 
between T7 (tense) and T3 (lax), and even all the measures of speaker 
M3 have no significant differences between T7 and T3. Therefore, it is 
assumed that speakers perceive the tense and lax contrasts as a whole 
in some cases and distinguish between them by different strategies. 
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The origin and evolution of Naish mid vowels
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The genetic position of Naish languages has been a long-debated question. A well-rounded 
reconstruction of Proto-Naish is needed to solve this question. Jacques and Michaud (2011) and Li 
(2013) proposed two versions of reconstruction but reached different conclusions. As descriptions 
of Naish languages are accumulating, new historical comparisons should be carried out to improve 
the reconstruction in the hope of providing more evidence for the discussion of genetic position.

To reach a better understanding of the phonological history of Naish languages, the present study 
employs the lexicon material of 3 relatively better documented Naish languages: Lijiangba Naxi 
(LJ), Malimasa (MM), and Yongning Na (YN). Inverted reconstruction, that is, employing 
conservative relative languages in reconstructing low-level proto-languages, is needed to reach a 
better understanding of the evolution paths of the languages in question, since all Naish languages 
are phonologically highly eroded.

Multiple correspondence rules related to mid vowels can be identified among the three Naish 
languages. 11 sets of contrastive correspondences are attested:

Set I
LJ MM YN context example (LJ: MM: YN) # of ex.
e e i le˧: le˧: ɬi˧ “musk deer” 30
e e e Ts: Ts:Ts tsʰe˧: tsʰe˧: tsʰe˧ “salt” 17
ɤ ɤ ɤ Ʈʂ: Ʈʂ: Ʈʂ ʂɤ˩: ʂɤ˩˧: ʂɤ˩˧ “to tear” 9
ɤ/ɯ ɤ ɤ K: K: K kʰɤ˥: kʰɤ˥: kʰɤ˥ “basket” 13
iɤ iɤ iɤ 0: 0: 0 iɤ˩: iɤ˩: iɤ˧˥ “to lick” 3

Set II
LJ MM YN context example (LJ: MM: YN) # of ex.
i ɛ e pʰ: pʰ: pʰ

z: j: z
v̩˥zi˧: ɯ˩iɛ˩˧: v̩˩dze˩˧ “bird” 2

ɯ ɤ i K: K: K kɯ˥: kɤ˩˧: ki˧˥ “to wear” 3

Set III
LJ MM YN context example (LJ: MM: YN) # of ex.
e ɛ i me˧: mɛ˧: mi˧ “mother” 13
e ɛ e Ts: Ts:Ts se˧: sɛ˧: se˧ “to accomplish” 3

Set IV
LJ MM YN context example (LJ: MM: YN) # of ex.
ɚ a a tɚ˥: ʈa˩: ʈa˩˧ “to close” 20
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ɚ iɛ̃ ã 0: 0: 0 ɚ˧: iɛ̃˧ : ã˧ “bronze” 1
ɚ ɯ a Ʈʂ: Ts: Ʈʂ ʈʂɚ˥: tsɯ˩˧: ʈʂa˧˥ “joint” 3
ɚ i/ɯ i Ts: Ts: Ts tsʰɚ˧: tsʰi˧: tsʰi˧ “hot” 10
ɚ e a tɕʰ: kʰ: qʰ tɕʰɚ˧: kʰe˧: qʰa˧ “to break” 3

Set V
LJ MM YN context example (LJ: MM: YN) # of ex.
ɚ ɚ a xɚ˩: xɚ˩: ha˧˥ “lime” 4
ɚ ɚ ɯ Ʈʂ: Ʈʂ: Ʈʂ -: ʈʂɚ˩kv̩˥: kv̩˧ʈʂɯ˥ “nail” 5

Set VI
LJ MM YN context example (LJ: MM: YN) # of ex.
ɚ ɚ v̩ P: Ʈʂ: P pɚ˥: ʈʂɚ˩: pv̩˩ “comb” 2
ɚ i v̩ Ʈʂ: Tɕ: Ʈʂ ʈʂʰɚ˧: tɕʰi˩: ʈʂʰv̩˧ “wife” 3

Set VII
LJ MM YN context example (LJ: MM: YN) # of ex.
ɚ o v̩ bɚ˩: bo˧: bv̩˩˧ “yak” 17

Set VIII
LJ MM YN context example (LJ: MM: YN) # of ex.
ɚ o wa dɚ˧: ɖʐo˧: ɖwa˧ “pond” 5

Set IX
LJ MM YN context example (LJ: MM: YN) # of ex.
ɯ e i P: P: P mbɯ˧: be˧: bi˧ “to go” 4
ɯ ɤ i ŋgɯ˧: gɤ˧: gi˥ “crack” 6

Set X
LJ MM YN context example (LJ: MM: YN) # of ex.
iɤ iɤ ɤ dʑɤ˩: dʑiɤ˧: dʑɯ˩ “difficult” 16

Set XI
LJ MM YN context example (LJ: MM: YN) # of ex.
v̩ o v̩ P: P: P pʰv̩˧: pʰo˧: pʰv̩˥ “grandfather” 8
o u o T: T: T

Ts: Ts: Ts
K: K: K

tʰo˩: tʰu˩: tʰo˩˧ “to lean on” 39

o o o S: S: S
x: x: ɬ

so˩: so˩˧: so˩˧ “to learn” 5

o u u k: 0: ʁ ko˩: u˩: ʁu˩˧ “needle” 3
o o v̩ K: K: Q kʰo˧: kʰo˧: qʰv̩˧ “cav̩e” 14
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The genetic position of Naish languages has been a long-debated question. A well-rounded 
reconstruction of Proto-Naish is needed to solve this question. Jacques and Michaud (2011) and Li 
(2013) proposed two versions of reconstruction but reached different conclusions. As descriptions 
of Naish languages are accumulating, new historical comparisons should be carried out to improve 
the reconstruction in the hope of providing more evidence for the discussion of genetic position.

To reach a better understanding of the phonological history of Naish languages, the present study 
employs the lexicon material of 3 relatively better documented Naish languages: Lijiangba Naxi 
(LJ), Malimasa (MM), and Yongning Na (YN). Inverted reconstruction, that is, employing 
conservative relative languages in reconstructing low-level proto-languages, is needed to reach a 
better understanding of the evolution paths of the languages in question, since all Naish languages 
are phonologically highly eroded.

Multiple correspondence rules related to mid vowels can be identified among the three Naish 
languages. 11 sets of contrastive correspondences are attested:
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ɤ ɤ ɤ Ʈʂ: Ʈʂ: Ʈʂ ʂɤ˩: ʂɤ˩˧: ʂɤ˩˧ “to tear” 9
ɤ/ɯ ɤ ɤ K: K: K kʰɤ˥: kʰɤ˥: kʰɤ˥ “basket” 13
iɤ iɤ iɤ 0: 0: 0 iɤ˩: iɤ˩: iɤ˧˥ “to lick” 3

Set II
LJ MM YN context example (LJ: MM: YN) # of ex.
i ɛ e pʰ: pʰ: pʰ

z: j: z
v̩˥zi˧: ɯ˩iɛ˩˧: v̩˩dze˩˧ “bird” 2

ɯ ɤ i K: K: K kɯ˥: kɤ˩˧: ki˧˥ “to wear” 3

Set III
LJ MM YN context example (LJ: MM: YN) # of ex.
e ɛ i me˧: mɛ˧: mi˧ “mother” 13
e ɛ e Ts: Ts:Ts se˧: sɛ˧: se˧ “to accomplish” 3

Set IV
LJ MM YN context example (LJ: MM: YN) # of ex.
ɚ a a tɚ˥: ʈa˩: ʈa˩˧ “to close” 20
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Through searching for cognates in Written Tibetan (WT), Written Burmese (WB) and Japhug 
Rgyalrong (RG), the correspondence rules proposed above can be tentatively explained.

Correspondence 
Set

WT WB RG

I a/Ts-, sh-, lh-
al, ar
on(<*wan), an/K-

a
an

a

II yon ？ a, ɤr
III a/P-, T-

e/Ts-
a a

IV ag, ang, eng, ig, ing/Ts, Tɕ-
an/T

aŋ, ac, aȵ i, ɯ

V ra, re, ri ra, (l)ya i, ɯ
VI is, es, os ri, jwe ?
VII ro, ru ro, ru ru, rɯ
VIII ong wang ?
IX as (?) ? ?
X ya, yi ya
XI o, ol, or, ung

am/Ts-
o (?) o, ɯ

Inferred from cognates in related conservative languages, some tendencies of the evolution of Naish 
languages can be generalized: (1) the difference of plosive vs. affricate and fricative initials serves 
as an important condition for vocalic changes. (2) the -r- and -j- like medials are possibly preserved 
in Proto-Naish and neutralizes succeeding vowels. (3) codas with different manners of articulation 
often merge together while place features remain distinctive.
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The topics were conditionals: 

The origin and evolution of a Rgyalrong topic marker 
 

You-Jing Lin 
Peking University 

 
Among the studies of possible sources topic markers can develop from, none has 
mentioned that topic markers can derive from conditionals. Haiman’s (1978) statement 
that “conditionals are topics” is well accepted, and based on related linguistic facts it 
has been further stated that “topics are not conditionals.” (Shin 1987). The present paper, 
however, argues that the Rgyalrong topic marker =mənaŋorə has derived from the 
conditional verb form that has copula as the stem: mə-na-ŋôs=rə [COND-PFV-
COP=TOP]. We suggest that two factors have made this development possible. One is 
that the stem of the related conditional verb form is a copula, which is semantically 
empty. The other is that in the Rgyalrong dialect examined for the present study, the 
conditional clause always precedes the main clause. With conditional marking the 
copula signals nothing but the giveness of information conveyed by its complement. 
Since the relative position between the conditional and main clauses is fixed, once the 
conditional copula is licensed as a grammatical marker, it could be rather 
straightforward for [Conditional clause + Main clause] to evolve into [Topic + 
Comment]. Based on the evidence as observed in Rgyalrong and Turkic languages, it 
could be fair to say: “The topics were once conditionals.” 
 
Key words: topic marker, topicalizer, conditional, source, Rgyalrong 
 
 
摘要 

探讨话题标记来源的相关研究中，尚未有文献提到话题标记可能来自条件结构。尽管学

界接受 Haiman (1978)“条件就是话题”的主张，但有学者进一步陈明：“话题不是条件”
（Shin 1987）。本文考察嘉戎语口语材料，论证嘉戎语话题标记=mənaŋorə的来源为动

词条件结构 mə-na-ŋôs=rə [COND-PFV-COP=TOP]。笔者认为卓克基话的条件句之所以

能发展成话题，主要因素有二。第一，条件动词的主要词干是不具语义的系词；第二，

条件小句与主要小句的相对位置不具对调的弹性。条件标记赋予了系词标示“已知”、“预
设”信息的功能，系词条件小句在信息属性和补语与动词相对位置两方面，都与带话题

标记的名词短语雷同，一旦系词条件式开启了语法化为话题标记的历程，原来的“条件

小句+主要小句”演变为“话题—述题”，也就顺理成章了。基于嘉戎语和突厥语族语言的

相关例证，我们可以说在这些语言中“话题曾是条件”。 
 
关键词：话题、话题标记、条件句、来源、嘉戎语 
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Serial Verb Constructions in Gelao 
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810546332@qq.com, chiajung.pan216@gmail.com  
 
This study offers a descriptive account of serial verb constructions (henceforth, SVCs) 

in Gelao. He (2011) investigates the lexicalization of SVCs in Hongfeng Gelao, the only 
reference paying special attention to SVCs in Gelao. In this study, Gelao data show that the 
definitional properties of SVCs are consistent with prototypical SVCs’ properties illustrated 
by Aikhenvald (2018: 3-5). A SVC can have up to six verbs, as in (1). The verbs can be 
transitive or intransitive, or combine transitive verbs and intransitive verbs in one SVC. There 
are multi-word contiguous and multi-word non-contiguous SVCs. Based on Aikhenvald (2018: 
55-85) and Durie (1997), serial verbs in Gelao are divided into symmetrical ones consisting of 
verbs from open classes and asymmetrical ones composed of one verb from a closed class. 
These two categories include a wide array of semantic types and functions. Symmetrical 
serial verbs express (i) concomitant actions or sequence of actions, (ii) cause-effect and 
resultative meanings, and (iii) manner meanings, while the semantic types of asymmetrical 
serial verbs cover (i) direction, (ii) aspect and change of state, (iii) secondary of 
complement-clause-taking verbs, (iv) complement, (v) increasing valency, and (vi) 
comparatives. Among various meanings, sequence of actions, cause-effect, and manner 
meanings tend to be iconic in Gelao. As shown in (2), the word order reflects the temporal 
sequence of the action; that is, ʐau31 ‘the bunny’ occurs before the action ‘ran and bumped 
into a big tree’. Consistent with the tendency that the verb referring to cause precedes the 
others expressing effect (cf. Aikhenvald 2018: 75-76), in (3), ha33 ‘blow’ precedes tai53to33 

‘break’. They act as one unit in that these two verbs have the same shared argument, thei33m31 

‘branches’, in which it is the object of V1 and the subject of V2. Similarly, the word order 
mirroring iconicity can be observed in serial verbs conveying manner meanings, as in (4). 
While Symmetrical or contiguous serial verbs tend to get lexicalized, and develop idiomatic 
meanings, as in (5), asymmetrical or discontiguous serial verbs often become 
grammaticalized, as in (6). To sum up, this study examines SVCs in Gelao and shows their 
salient features from a typological perspective. Due to the paucity of studies on SVCs in 
Gelao, our study can fill the gap and shed light on SVCs studies in other languages of 
Sino-Tibetan family. 
 
(1) i31 tu31 tɕhe33 na33 vai31 dʑi33 sen35 həu35 
 I go.by car go head.to street buy cloth 
 mo31 dɑu31 ʑɪ13.1      
 come.back make clothes      
 ‘I head to the street by car to buy cloth, then come back to make clothes.’ (Wang 2007:42) 
 

																																								 																				 	
1	 The glossing and English translation are reinterpreted by the authors, though the Gelao data are retained. The 
data source is provided in the end of each example.	
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Among the studies of possible sources topic markers can develop from, none has 
mentioned that topic markers can derive from conditionals. Haiman’s (1978) statement 
that “conditionals are topics” is well accepted, and based on related linguistic facts it 
has been further stated that “topics are not conditionals.” (Shin 1987). The present paper, 
however, argues that the Rgyalrong topic marker =mənaŋorə has derived from the 
conditional verb form that has copula as the stem: mə-na-ŋôs=rə [COND-PFV-
COP=TOP]. We suggest that two factors have made this development possible. One is 
that the stem of the related conditional verb form is a copula, which is semantically 
empty. The other is that in the Rgyalrong dialect examined for the present study, the 
conditional clause always precedes the main clause. With conditional marking the 
copula signals nothing but the giveness of information conveyed by its complement. 
Since the relative position between the conditional and main clauses is fixed, once the 
conditional copula is licensed as a grammatical marker, it could be rather 
straightforward for [Conditional clause + Main clause] to evolve into [Topic + 
Comment]. Based on the evidence as observed in Rgyalrong and Turkic languages, it 
could be fair to say: “The topics were once conditionals.” 
 
Key words: topic marker, topicalizer, conditional, source, Rgyalrong 
 
 
摘要 

探讨话题标记来源的相关研究中，尚未有文献提到话题标记可能来自条件结构。尽管学

界接受 Haiman (1978)“条件就是话题”的主张，但有学者进一步陈明：“话题不是条件”
（Shin 1987）。本文考察嘉戎语口语材料，论证嘉戎语话题标记=mənaŋorə的来源为动

词条件结构 mə-na-ŋôs=rə [COND-PFV-COP=TOP]。笔者认为卓克基话的条件句之所以

能发展成话题，主要因素有二。第一，条件动词的主要词干是不具语义的系词；第二，

条件小句与主要小句的相对位置不具对调的弹性。条件标记赋予了系词标示“已知”、“预
设”信息的功能，系词条件小句在信息属性和补语与动词相对位置两方面，都与带话题

标记的名词短语雷同，一旦系词条件式开启了语法化为话题标记的历程，原来的“条件

小句+主要小句”演变为“话题—述题”，也就顺理成章了。基于嘉戎语和突厥语族语言的

相关例证，我们可以说在这些语言中“话题曾是条件”。 
 
关键词：话题、话题标记、条件句、来源、嘉戎语 
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(2) ʂɪ31 ɕe31 m31dʑin13 ʐɑu31 mo31 tʂuɑɧ35 ʂɪ31 kuɧ33 m31tɑi53 li31bɑɧ31bɑɧ31. 
 a CLF bunny run come bump a CLF tree big 
 ‘A bunny ran and bumped into a big tree.’ (Wang 2007:27) 

 
(3) ve31 hɑ33 thei33m31 tɑi53to33. 
 wind blow branches break 
 ‘The wind broke the branches off.’ (Wang 2007:26) 

 
(4) n̥33 ɧau53 i33 vaɧ53 to35. 
 he lie DUR read book 
 ‘He lay reading.’ (Xu 2004:24) 
 
(5) ʂuɑi33 mei31 ʂuɑi33 tɕiau53. 
 swing hand swing foot 
 ‘Swagger.’ (Wang 2007:40) 
 
(6) ten55 sɑn33 nte55 ni21 tɑɧ53 pə13! 
 lead CLF ox this close up 
 ‘Lead the ox and lock it up!’ (Li 2009:201) 
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The Experimental Study on Vowel Tenseness in Diema Hani Language
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The contrast of “Tense-Lax” is regarded as a prominent distinguishing feature in

many East and Southeast Asian languages, But in fact, their phonetic features in

different languages are very different, and their phonation and physiological

mechanisms are unclear. The vowel system in language of Diema Hani keeps

relatively intact “Tense-Lax” contrast, which make it an excellent object for studying it.

This article focuses on the description of status quo and in-depth analyses of

vowel tenseness in Diema Hani Language with linguistic statistics and acoustic

experimental methods. The former has been adopted to explore the law of syllabic

structures and consonant-vowel combinations of 2932 words in the language, while

the latter has been employed to obtain acoustics and electro-laryngography signals to

analysis the phonation types and the influence of laryngeal movement on tongue

position of vowels.

The results suggest that lax vowels in Diema Hani Language fall into modal voice,

while voice of tense vowels’ characteristics is not the same as creaky voice. Tense-lax

vowel contrasts are retained, but there is a tendency of laxation of tense vowels in

word-formation. In vowel inventory, tense vowels only occurs on monothongs, open

syllables, and non-nasalized finals, among which phonemes of /a, e, ʋ/ are the most

reliable ones, and /ɔ, ø, ɯ, y, ɿ/ are the least reliable ones. As for consonants, tense

vowels occur most infrequently in syllables of zero-initials, nasals and laterals.

Tenseness in syllables of unaspirated stop initials is deemed as syllabic features, nor

in syllables of other consonants. Tense-lax contrast exerts limited influence on tongue

positions and lexical tones. From the perspective of lexical diffusion, tense feature in

Diema Hani Language has evolved from the stop coda and has been disappearing on

syllables that contains vowels such as /ɔ, ø, ɯ, y, ɿ/, or syllables of zero-initials, nasals

and laterals, or words with high-level tone. In terms of experimental methods, CQ,

H1, H1-H2, H1-A1 are the most useful parameters, while parameters such as SQ, PIC,

H1-A1, CPP are not. It is also suggested that micro studies on vowels, consonants

and lexical tones respectively are conducive to gaining more insights on its acoustic

characteristics and historical evolution.
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A	Study	on	the	Phonemic	System	and		Phonological	history	of		Amdo’s	Tibetan	Dialect	in	
Hongyuan	County	

	
[Abstract]

	
This	paper	for	research	Amdo’s	Tibetan	Dialect	in	Hongyuan	County.	Through	field	work	and	
recordings,	the	recorded	voice	materials	are	analyzed	and	the	initial	system,	vowel	system	and	
syllable	structure	of	Hongyuan	Dialect	are	collated.	By	the	method	of	historical	comparison,	
through	the	comparison	of	Hongyuan	dialect	with	ancient	Tibetan	language,	and	discuss	the	
historical	evolution	of	the	Hongyuan	dialect,	thus	many	features	are	revealed.	The	phonemic	
system	and	the	Phonological	history	of	Hongyuan	dialect	are	approximately	the	same	as	that	
of	other	pastoral	areas	 in	Amdo,	but	 it	has	formed	its	own	characteristics	 in	the	aspects	of	
clearing	nasal	sounds,	lingual	consonants,	vowel	changes,	and	the	centralization	of	the	post	
consonants	-r-.	 	
	
	
	
[Key Words] 
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Abstract  

 

Negation in rGyalrong —— ’Bola dialect 
Nagano Yasuhiko  

National Museum of Ethnology, Emeritus  

Nagano0207@protonmail.com 

 

 

In today’s talk, I will outline the morphological system of negation and related morphosyntactic phenomena in the Bola 

dialect of rGyalrong. rGyalrong is a Tibeto-Burman language spoken in the northwestern part of Sichuan Province, 

China. This language has long attracted the attention of scholars because it has strikingly similar, even identical, shapes 

to some lexical items of Written Tibetan. On the basis of this fact, some scholars regarded rGyalrong as representing a 

substratum of Old Tibetan. It is true that rGyalrong area and people have been under the strong influence of Tibet 

historically and culturally. However, Wolfenden and consequent researches revealed that the language has no direct 

genetic relation with Tibetan linguistically and that it shares common features with the Qiangic languages. On the other 

hand, however, rGyalrong shares some characteristics with several subgroups of the Tibeto-Burman family and thus is 

considered as one of the link languages which connect languages that have genetic relations among them. In this sense, 

a further approach to its typological features is indispensable.  

 

Among the syntactic features of rGyalrong, its complex structure of verb phrase attracted scholars’ attention for a long 

time. Concretely, the verb phrase structure of this language can be generalized as:  

 

VPfinal → P1- P2 - P3 - P4 - P5 - ROOT - (s) - S1  

 

Negation is specified at the Prefix1 position. P1 is the mood marker, which may contain markers of question, order, 

negation, supposition and optative.  

 

In the previous works of this language, the negation marker was constantly mV-shaped. For instance, Lin (1993), the 

first comprehensive grammar of lCogtse dialect, describes two negation markers, ma (mɐ) and mə, explaining their 

distribution and functions. All the recent descriptions have followed Lin. However, I found ǰa- and ǰi-, beside ma-, 

while, Prins (2011) and Gong (2018) described similar or related shapes for negation to ǰV-. This presentation gropes 

for their synchronic usage and historical origin.  
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Hongyuan	County	

	
[Abstract]

	
This	paper	for	research	Amdo’s	Tibetan	Dialect	in	Hongyuan	County.	Through	field	work	and	
recordings,	the	recorded	voice	materials	are	analyzed	and	the	initial	system,	vowel	system	and	
syllable	structure	of	Hongyuan	Dialect	are	collated.	By	the	method	of	historical	comparison,	
through	the	comparison	of	Hongyuan	dialect	with	ancient	Tibetan	language,	and	discuss	the	
historical	evolution	of	the	Hongyuan	dialect,	thus	many	features	are	revealed.	The	phonemic	
system	and	the	Phonological	history	of	Hongyuan	dialect	are	approximately	the	same	as	that	
of	other	pastoral	areas	 in	Amdo,	but	 it	has	formed	its	own	characteristics	 in	the	aspects	of	
clearing	nasal	sounds,	lingual	consonants,	vowel	changes,	and	the	centralization	of	the	post	
consonants	-r-.	 	
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诺苏彝语形容词的差比句 

 

沈宏              

神户市外国语大学大学院 

Email：wx843099659@yahoo.co.jp 

                                                      

差比句是在诺苏彝语中比较受关注的一个领域，胡（2005），刘等（2013），Gerner（2013），
Ding（2018）和 Li et al.(ms.)等都从不同层面对诺苏彝语的差比句进行了分析。本文主要考

察在上述研究中被讨论得比较多的“1.比较主体+比较基准+比较参数+a21tshɿ33”（结构 1）和

2.“比较主体+比较基准+ tɕo44a21tshɿ33+mu33+比较参数”（结构 2）两种结构。前者只用于维度

形容词（Dimension Adjective），而后者则可以用于所有的等级形容词（Gradable Adjective）。
在充当比较参数的形容词的形式上，二者也有所不同：结构 1 使用形容词的词根形式（并且

由 33 调变为 21 调或 44 调），而结构 2 使用形容词的带前缀形式 1。 
 

（1）mu33ka55  mu33ȵo44   ʑɿ21     a21tshɿ33 

     木呷     木牛      高    不止 
     木呷比木牛高。 
（2）mu33ka55  mu33ȵo44  tɕo44a21tshɿ33  mu33  a44ʑɿ33 

     木呷     木牛      比…更     地    高 
     木呷比木牛高。  
 

通过调查，发现当这两种结构都用在维度形容词时，分布的条件是不一样的，前者的分

布要比后者自由得多：前者出现的条件只有一个，即比较主体和比较基准之间存在差异。而

后者则在满足该条件的同时，还要求比较主体和比较基准二者都超过一般基准（至少是说话

者认识里的）。 
基于这样的分布差异，本文先考察两种结构用于维度形容词时的情况，发现两个结构所

表达的含义是不一样的：结构 21：A 比 B X；结构 2：a.A 是 X 的，b.B 是 X 的，c.A 比 B 更

X。 
 胡（2005），刘等（2013）指出，结构 2 在结构上是一个状语式修饰结构。在这个结构

中，“比较主体”是主语，而“比较参数”形容词是谓语核心，“比较基准+tɕo44a21tshɿ33”由副词

化标记“mu33”引导构成一个副词性结构，来修饰后边的核心谓语。本文认为，造成结构 2 在

含义上比结构 1 多 a、b 两个含义的主要原因，是该结构中核心谓语的修饰成分在句中扮演

一个类似于程度副词的角色，是在基于核心谓语的语义基础上对其进行程度上的修饰限定。

在（2）中，比较基准“mu33ȵo44”的身高是已知的，且是被认为（至少说话者认为）是高的，

而说话者通过引入这个已知的信息来强调比较主体“mu33ka55”比这个被认为高的基准还要高,
从而明确比较主体“mu33ka55”具体高到什么程度。 
 然后，再考察结构 2 用于非维度等级形容词的用例，试图找出为什么非维度等级形容词

与带前缀的维度形容词共享这个结构，而不是与不带前缀的维度形容词共享结构 1 的原因。

通过考察，本文认为，结构 1 中出现的声调为 21 调（或 34 调）的维度形容词的词根形式实

际上是动词，而非形容词，它不具备最低值，也不具备一般基准值。带前缀的维度形容词和

非维度等级形容词之间有一个相似之处，即它们都大于一个特定的值：带前缀的非维度等级

1 前缀有“a33”（及其变体 a44、a55），“i33”(及其变体“i34”、“ɛ55”) 
2 A 表示比较主体，B 表示比较基准，X 表示比较参数。 
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形容词，一部分呈现跟维度形容词类似的情况，比如表示温度的形容词，它们都有一个基准

值区间，而这个值区间由语境，常识（或个人认知）等综合决定；一部分则有最小标准（minimal 
standard），比如表示色彩的形容词，从无色到最深色，它所表示的程度是大于无色的。“超

过一个特定基准值（区间）”这个相似点，或许也能够成为为什么语义上没有“积极-消极”

对立的非维度等级形容词，也会带有跟维度形容词的积极形式相同的前缀“a33”的一个合理

解释。 
 
关键词：比较结构，状语式修饰，一般基准值，无错分歧，前缀，最小标准 
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一个类似于程度副词的角色，是在基于核心谓语的语义基础上对其进行程度上的修饰限定。

在（2）中，比较基准“mu33ȵo44”的身高是已知的，且是被认为（至少说话者认为）是高的，

而说话者通过引入这个已知的信息来强调比较主体“mu33ka55”比这个被认为高的基准还要高,
从而明确比较主体“mu33ka55”具体高到什么程度。 
 然后，再考察结构 2 用于非维度等级形容词的用例，试图找出为什么非维度等级形容词

与带前缀的维度形容词共享这个结构，而不是与不带前缀的维度形容词共享结构 1 的原因。

通过考察，本文认为，结构 1 中出现的声调为 21 调（或 34 调）的维度形容词的词根形式实

际上是动词，而非形容词，它不具备最低值，也不具备一般基准值。带前缀的维度形容词和

非维度等级形容词之间有一个相似之处，即它们都大于一个特定的值：带前缀的非维度等级

1 前缀有“a33”（及其变体 a44、a55），“i33”(及其变体“i34”、“ɛ55”) 
2 A 表示比较主体，B 表示比较基准，X 表示比较参数。 
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“GO” and “COME” in nDrapa 
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shirai.satoko.dolma5@gmail.com 

 

This study describes the nDrapa motion verbs such as GO and COME and analyzes their differences. 

The nDrapa language (ISO 639-3 zhb) is one of the Qiangic (Rmaic) languages, which has a series of directional 

(orientational) prefixes. The spatial deixis of movement, such as ‘upward’ and ‘downward’, can be indicated by 

adding a prefix of the verb stem. Nonetheless, nDrapa has multiple motion verb stems that represent concepts 

corresponding to GO and COME. Table 1 lists such verbs and shows the English translations corresponding to their 

usages in texts, as well as the directional prefixes that can be attached to each verb. 

 

Table 1: The nDrapa motion verbs GO and COME  
English Directional prefixes 

jiH go/come/ascend/descend/return Any 

tɕhoH go (of non-SAP) Any 

tɛH come/climb (a mountain) /fall (of rain)/ 

get off (from a vehicle)/sneeze 

Any 

xuF go/leave/hide None / when it means ‘hide’: a- (downward)  

vʌF come None 

(tʌ-) ɦɟʌloR return/turn tʌ- (neutral/unspecified directive) 

 

The primary function of a directional prefix is to indicate the direction of movement. Therefore, we may expect 

that any directional prefix can be attached to motion verbs. Nonetheless, among the motion verbs listed in Table 1, 

xuF ‘go/leave’ and vʌF ‘come’ are used without a directional prefix. This suggests that nDrapa lacks the proper 

translocative and cislocative prefixes. We will conclude that these two verbs do not imply the process of movement: 

xuF inherently denotes disappearance from the center of deixis and vʌF conversely denote appearance. (cf. Sawada 

(2003) pointed out the “non-movement” verbs that denote GO and COME in Lhaovo.) 

Other motion verbs in Table 1 will be analyzed as follows: (i) the verb jiH is the general motion verb; (ii) tɕhoH 

expresses the motion that is irrelevant to the deictic center; (iii) tɛH originates from the verb which inherently denotes 

to ‘come out’ (the intransitive counterpart of the verb thɛH ‘emit’). 
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Sawada, Hideo 2003. ロンウォー語の直示的移動動詞の意味的対立. In 慶應義塾大学言語文化研究所（編）
『東南アジア大陸部諸言語の「行く・来る」』pp. 337-364. 東京：慶應義塾大学言語文化研究所. 
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A report on the First Himalayan Languages of Sichuan Online Workshop 
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The majority of the languages of Sichuan are spoken by relatively small populations of farmers 
and herders in the northern and western regions of the province, along the high mountain ranges 
and deep valleys where the Sichuan basin meets the easternmost portion of the Tibetan plateau. 
These languages are largely endangered, with pressures to shift towards languages of wider 
communication. While there are a number of programs geared towards supporting the 
documentation of endangered languages, these programs tend to favor applicants with university 
degrees or institutional affiliations, meaning that documentation work remains inaccessible to a 
majority of native speakers without the help of an intermediary linguist or scholar. 
 
For example, since 2004, the Endangered Languages Documentation Programme (ELDP) has 
sponsored 12 projects to document 11 different languages in Sichuan. Of these projects, 10 were 
awarded to outsider linguists with varying degrees of community involvement, while only 2 were 
awarded to native speakers and/or community members. Hoping to level the playing field, a team 
of linguists, and native speakers worked together in the summer of 2020 to organize an online 
workshop. The vision behind the workshop was to provide a platform for information and 
resource sharing which speakers of minoritized languages in Sichuan could make use of; 
building their social networks, and improving their ability to apply for funding to support 
linguistic documentation. 
 
The workshop, which was co-sponsored by the Smithsonian Institute Center for Folklife and 
Cultural Heritage, consisted of three parts: an asynchronous set of video lectures, a live 
discussion, and a mock grant application process to allow participants to develop pilot projects 
with the help of a panel of local scholars in order to gain familiarity with the process and skills 
needed for applying to grants. The workshop was advertised by the organizers through their 
existing networks and attracted 45 participants, most of whom were speakers of endangered 
languages from rural Sichuan. The workshop funded four pilot projects by native speakers 
focused on four different languages of Sichuan. This talk will give an overview of the results of 
the workshop, which includes the documentation results of the pilot projects, and the results of a 
6-month follow-up survey filled out by participants. Lastly, future plans for further developing 
this model of language documentation will be discussed. 
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‘Hear’ or ‘say’: Some issues on reported evidentials in Choswateng Tibetan 
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Abstract 

Choswateng Tibetan is a Tibetic language belonging to the Sems-kyi-nyila group spoken at the 

south-eastern corner of the Tibetosphere, Xianggelila Municipality, Yunnan. Tibetic languages generally 

possess a morpho-syntactically encoded evidential-epistemic system, in which ‘access-type’ and 

‘source-type’ evidentials are marked in different slots of a verb predicate. This article deals with the 

‘source-type’ evidentials, generally known as ‘reported evidentials’ in Choswateng Tibetan. 

Within the reported evidentials, we can recognise several categories such as quotative, reportative, 

and hearsay. Tibetic languages exhibit various categorical classifications of the reported evidentials; 

Choswateng Tibetan has a bipartite system, consisting of quotative-reportative and hearsay. These 

evidentials usually indicate certain knowledge about the reported speech’s content without any 

evaluation of the truth. In Choswateng Tibetan, the quotative-reportative evidential marker is /-ɕə/, 
derived from a lexical verb ‘say’ /ˊɕəː/, whereas the hearsay evidential marker is /-cɑʔ/, derived from a 

nonvisual sensory evidential marker, which functions alone as a nonvisual sensory copulative verb /ˊcɑʔ/, 
originally related to a lexical verb (but not used alone in Choswateng Tibetan) ‘hear’. 

A morpho-syntactic question is whether the hearsay evidential marker /-cɑʔ/ differs from the 

nonvisual sensory evidential marker /-cɑʔ/. We describe examples in which these two evidentials co-

occur, that is, /-cɑʔ-cɑʔ/, to confirm that they two are assigned in different slots for ‘access-type’ and 

‘source-type’. However, an overlap of evidentials of source and access is attested; it depends on a context 

whether the use of a single /-cɑʔ/ is hearsay or nonvisual sensory. 

A pragmatic question is how reportative is distinguished from hearsay under the circumstances that 

the source of an utterance is not specified (contra quotative citing a specific utterer’s words). The data 

(elicitation, everyday conversation, and storytelling) suggest that there is a pragmatic difference of the 

use. Reportative often focuses on the existence of the source of information (‘someone said’), and 

hearsay tends to represent a vague source of information (‘I have heard’). This question should be further 

examined by referring to the relationship between the use of reported evidentials and the content of 

reported speech. 
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Abstract 

This article explores lexical features of copulative and existential verbs in three minority languages 

spoken in Chamdo Municipality, Tibet Autonomous Region. The target languages include Lamo, Larong 

sMar, and Drag-yab sMar, and we analyse cases of several dialects such as Kyilwa (Lamo), Rongba 

(Lamo/Lamei), Rongsmad (Larong sMar), Phagpa (Larong sMar), mTsholnga (Larong sMar), mBengo 

(Drag-yab sMar), and Razi Drag-yab sMar (Drag-yab sMar), among which we focus on Lamei, a lesser-

known dialect of Lamo. 

These minority languages exhibit lexical and morphosyntactic similarities to rGyalrongic and 

Qiangic languages, but their genetic relationship has not thoroughly investigated. For their verb system, 

however, we find many similarities to the Tibetic counterpart. The most striking feature is that they have 

an evidential-epistemic system close to Tibetic languages, especially Southern Route Khams and 

Minyag Rabgang Khams, which displays a core tripartite access-type evidential system consisting of 

egophoric (E), statemental (STM), and sensory (SEN). Furthermore, these evidentials are expressed by 

different stems in the copulative and existential verbs like Tibetic languages. 

The article provides copulative (CPV) and existential (EXV) verb stems and analyses their 

similarities and differences across the target languages from the morphological viewpoint. Some 

affirmative verb forms (suprasegmental descriptions omitted) are below. 

 

 Kyilwa Lamei Phagpa mTsholnga mBengo Razi 

CPV.E ŋo ŋo tɕhe ŋo ŋo wu 

CPV.STM tɕhʉ the re the tɕhə ̃ * 

CPV.SEN la̰ sə * * * * * 

EXV.E kho kho khu kho khɑ kho 

EXV.STM kho tɕhʉ kho ɕi ɦdʑɑ̃ ɦdʑɑ̃ ȵdʑo ȵdʑo 

EXV.SEN n̥e ŋ̊a ŋ̊a ŋ̊e ŋ̊e / n̥a ŋ̊e 

 

In our data, the CPV.E verb stem is /ŋo/ (/wu/ as a variant), except for /tɕhe/ in Phagpa, which should 

be of the same origin as the CPV.STM verb stem in other varieties. Instead, CPV.STM in Phagpa is probably 

a Tibetic loanword. The independent stem of CPV.SEN is attested in Kyilwa (the other cases are 

unavailable). The EXV.E verb stem is /khV/; the EXV.STM is either an independent stem /CdʑV/ or a form 

derived from EXV.E, which is related to EXV.E + CPV.E, the same formulation as Tibetic languages. The 

EXV.SEN verb stem is /ŋ̊V/, except for /n̥e/ in Kyilwa. 

The result shows that the forms in Lamei shares its features with Kyilwa Lamo and Larong sMar 

(Phagpa and mTsholnga), although it is regarded as a dialect of Lamo spoken in the most distant places 

from the other languages. 
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derived from a lexical verb ‘say’ /ˊɕəː/, whereas the hearsay evidential marker is /-cɑʔ/, derived from a 

nonvisual sensory evidential marker, which functions alone as a nonvisual sensory copulative verb /ˊcɑʔ/, 
originally related to a lexical verb (but not used alone in Choswateng Tibetan) ‘hear’. 

A morpho-syntactic question is whether the hearsay evidential marker /-cɑʔ/ differs from the 

nonvisual sensory evidential marker /-cɑʔ/. We describe examples in which these two evidentials co-
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‘source-type’. However, an overlap of evidentials of source and access is attested; it depends on a context 

whether the use of a single /-cɑʔ/ is hearsay or nonvisual sensory. 

A pragmatic question is how reportative is distinguished from hearsay under the circumstances that 

the source of an utterance is not specified (contra quotative citing a specific utterer’s words). The data 

(elicitation, everyday conversation, and storytelling) suggest that there is a pragmatic difference of the 

use. Reportative often focuses on the existence of the source of information (‘someone said’), and 

hearsay tends to represent a vague source of information (‘I have heard’). This question should be further 

examined by referring to the relationship between the use of reported evidentials and the content of 

reported speech. 
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Nominal Classifiers inNusu

LiyaTan1 HaihongChen2
1ShanghaiNormalUniversity，Shanghai，China
1SouthwestForestryUniversity，KunmingYunnan，China
2YunnanMinzuUniversity，KunmingYunnan，China

This paper presents a synchronic description of and analysis on the basic characteristics of the
nominal classifier system in Nusu, a previously under-documented Tibeto-Burman language spoken in
Yunnan Province, China. The language has a rich set of nominal classifiers, including sortal classifiers,
mensural classifiers and repeaters. From the perspectives of linguistic typology and contact linguistics,
this paper introduces the structure of Nusu noun phrases, explores the origin of the Nusu nominal
classifiers, subtypes, and pragmatic functions. This paper concludes that Nusu not only shares common
features with other Tibeto-Burman languages in this area, but also has some unique typological
characteristics.

Key words：Nusu，nominal classifiers，typology

1. Introduction

Nusu is a endangered language with about 12,000 speakers(2010). According to Sun
(1985) and Liu (1985), the language has three dialects --- the southern dialect Nusu, the central
dialect Nusu, the northern dialect Nusu. Sun (1985) and Liu (1985) hypothesizes that Nusu,
with its three dialects, should be classified as a subgroup of theYi branch in the Tibeto-Burman
language family.

The three dialects are spoken in three counties in the northwest part of Yunnan Province,
China. More specifically, the southern dialect, Nusu, is spoken in the counties of Guoke,
Puluo,Tongping,Jiajia; the central dialect, Nusu, is spoken in the counties of Zhiziluo,
Laomudeng, Miangu, Shawa, Zileng; the northern dialect, Nusu, is spoken in the counties of
Wawa,Kongtong,Youduoluo(Sun, Liu 1985).

Sun(1985) and Liu (1985) divided the classifiers of the Nusu language into two categories
in the book ‘A sketch of Nu (Nusu)’, including nominal classifiers and momentum classifiers,
and pointed out that the nominal classifiers commonly used in Nusu language are mainly used
to express individual units, shape of things, collective units , weights and measurement. Some
of the nominal classifiers are converted fromnouns or verbs.

Fu (1993) pointed out in the article ‘Re-discussion on the Nature of Interlanguage in Nu
(Nusu)--On the Status of Interlanguage in the Study of Tibeto-Burman Languages’ that the
basic characteristics of Nu language in the Yi branch and the Burrman branch are similar. For
example, classifiers are mainly monosyllabic and more developed. The Language has a rich set
of classifiers, including individual classifiers, category classifiers, shape classifiers, collective
classifiers, andmeasurement.

Based on the research of the predecessors, this paper selects the Nusu language of the Lao
muden village of Pihe Nu Village in Fugong County, Yunnan Province, China as the
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representative, and takes the Nusu nominal classifiers as the main research object. All the data
for this paper have been obtained through ‘The Nu Language Brief (Nusu Language)’, (Sun,
Liu, 1985), ‘Nusu Han Concise Dictionary’ (Chen, Tan, 2018) and the summary of fieldwork
for many years, from the perspective of linguistic typology and contact linguistics conducted a
thematic analysis of 130 nominal classifiers inNusu language.

This paper discusses Nusu nominal classifiers. It is organized as follows: §2 introduces the
structure of Nusu noun phrases; §3 gives some general remarks; §4 explores the origin of
nominal classifiers; §5 presents the subtypes of nominal classifiers; §6 discusses the pragmatic
functions of nominal classifiers; §7 summarizes and concludes the paper.

2. The structure ofNusu nounphrases

The noun phrase (NP) structure ofNusu, like that ofmany otherTibeto-Burman languages,
is fairly rigid, with the constituent order not changeable (Doley ﹠ Post 2012). The basic
constituent order and the structure for anNPinNusu are illustrated in Figure 1:

Nh→ (DEM)→([(NUM)+CL])
Figure 1: Basic order and structure ofNusu

But there is a special constituent order and the structure for an NP in Nusu are illustrated in
Figure 2:

(DEM)→ ([(NUM)+CL])→Nh
Figure 2: Special order and structure ofNusu

Examples (1) a, b and c, d below respectively show that the difference of the basic
constituent order and the structure and the special constituent order and the structure.

(1) a. su⁵⁵ thi³⁵ xɹɔ³⁵

people one CL:general, non-sticklike

‘a circle of people’

b. ɣɯ³⁵ ɕa³⁵ mu⁵⁵ lɔ⁵³

pot DEM two CL:general, non-sticklike

‘these two pots’

c. ɕi³⁵ mu⁵⁵ sɔ³⁵ ȵi³⁵

DEM two three CL:a day

‘these two or three days’

d. ɕi³¹ ku³¹ ʦha³¹ phi⺁³⁵

DEM CL:two-dimensional and paper-like cloth

‘this piece of cloth’
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3. Nusunominal classifiers: general remarks

The existence of a numeral classifier system is awell-acknowledged areal feature of
languages in SoutheastAsia (e.g.Aikhenvald 1998, 2000:121; Bisang 1993, 1999; Enfield 2004;
Sun 1988; Zhang2014). Nusu nominal classifiers frequently follow a numeral in the context of
counting. The syntactic constituent order [Nh→NUM→CL] can never be reversed. But the
syntactic constituent order [DEM→ CL→Nh] in Nusu may be the result of language contact.
Long-term contact between Nusu and Chinese makes the Nusu language influenced by
Chinese.

Sun(1988) hypothesizes that if a Sino-Tibetan language has an enumerative construction of
[NUM+CL], the language might have a well-developed classifier system with a fairly large
number of numeral classifiers. This is the case in Nusu. Just like many classifier langusges,
such as Mandarin Chinese, Ersu(Zhang 2014). Nusu also has a rich set of nominal classifiers,
consisting of ‘sortal classifiers’ (e.g. Aikhenvald 1998, 2000:115, 2004, 2006; Craig 1992),
‘mensural classifiers’ (e.g.Aikhenvald 2000:115; Lyons 1977:463, 1995; Post 2007:386), ‘time
classifiers’ (also called ‘quasi-measures’ or ‘autonomous measures’, as in Mandarin Chinese;
see Chao 1968:608–609) and ‘repeaters’ (e.g. Aikhenvald 2000:103; Hla Pe 1965), or
‘auto-classifiers’ (Matisoff 2003). Sortal classifiers can be further subcategorized as general
classifiers, shape classifiers, consistency classifiers, and specific classifiers. Mensural classifiers
consist of arrangement classifiers and quanta classifiers (Zhang 2014). Details about different
subtypes of Nusu nominal classifiers are discussed in §5.1 (sortal classifiers), §5.2 (mensural
classifiers), §5.3 (time classifiers), and §5.4 (repeaters), respectively.

4. Origin ofNusu nominal classifiers

Since theNupeople do not have the characters of their ownnation, there is no relevant
historical material for recording the Nusu nominal classifiers. There is no written literature for
reference. Therefore, there is not enough evidence to fully explain the origin of the Nusu
classifiers. Here, we try to explore the source of Nusu nominal classifiers through the horizontal
comparisonbetweenNusu and other languages.

There are abundant classifiers in all languages of modernYi and Burmese.③ Like otherYi
and Burmese languages, the classifiers of Nusu are divided into two categories: nominal
classifiers and momentum classifiers (Xu,1994). At present, the number of nominal classifiers
collected ismore, about 130; The number of momentum classifiers is less, about 20. According
to statistics, the source ofNusu nominal classifiersmay be either nouns, verbs or adjectives, and
someof themare loanwords fromChinese andLisu language.

Nouns and verbs can be the source of classifiers, and this grammaticalizationpathway can
be tracked from a synchronic perspective. Because many classifiers show no phonological or
morphological difference from nouns or verbal roots after the process of grammaticalization.
Furthermore, themeanings of some nouns and verbs can be fully or partially attested when they
have grammaticalized into classifiers(Zhang 2014).
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3. Nusunominal classifiers: general remarks
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see Chao 1968:608–609) and ‘repeaters’ (e.g. Aikhenvald 2000:103; Hla Pe 1965), or
‘auto-classifiers’ (Matisoff 2003). Sortal classifiers can be further subcategorized as general
classifiers, shape classifiers, consistency classifiers, and specific classifiers. Mensural classifiers
consist of arrangement classifiers and quanta classifiers (Zhang 2014). Details about different
subtypes of Nusu nominal classifiers are discussed in §5.1 (sortal classifiers), §5.2 (mensural
classifiers), §5.3 (time classifiers), and §5.4 (repeaters), respectively.

4. Origin ofNusu nominal classifiers

Since theNupeople do not have the characters of their ownnation, there is no relevant
historical material for recording the Nusu nominal classifiers. There is no written literature for
reference. Therefore, there is not enough evidence to fully explain the origin of the Nusu
classifiers. Here, we try to explore the source of Nusu nominal classifiers through the horizontal
comparisonbetweenNusu and other languages.

There are abundant classifiers in all languages of modernYi and Burmese.③ Like otherYi
and Burmese languages, the classifiers of Nusu are divided into two categories: nominal
classifiers and momentum classifiers (Xu,1994). At present, the number of nominal classifiers
collected ismore, about 130; The number of momentum classifiers is less, about 20. According
to statistics, the source ofNusu nominal classifiersmay be either nouns, verbs or adjectives, and
someof themare loanwords fromChinese andLisu language.

Nouns and verbs can be the source of classifiers, and this grammaticalizationpathway can
be tracked from a synchronic perspective. Because many classifiers show no phonological or
morphological difference from nouns or verbal roots after the process of grammaticalization.
Furthermore, themeanings of some nouns and verbs can be fully or partially attested when they
have grammaticalized into classifiers(Zhang 2014).
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格⻄霍爾語的⽰證範疇 

⽥阡⼦、孫天⼼ 

 

霍爾語群分佈於川西阿壩、甘孜兩州六個縣，屬於漢藏語系嘉戎語組。本文採用Tournadre	&	

LaPolla	 對示證式的修正定義，系統介紹中部霍爾語格西話謂語的示證範疇。格西話採用零標

記及三種後綴構成的「四元對立」示證體系。說話者報導敘實、自控、過去親歷三種情況時，

對訊息有高度的掌握，無需添加任何示證標記；而三種示證後綴分別代表說話者掌握度較低的

三類訊息，即現場察知的「新知」訊息、事後方知的「後知」訊息、以及二手轉知的「旁知」

訊息。此外尚有兩種動詞成分可表達近似示證的語意，然而尚未充分語法化成為示證體系的一

部分。格西話的示證體系的形式與用法都有鮮明的特點，在霍爾語群中具有代表性。雖不能排

除藏語示證模式的影響，但主要為自身發展形成的語法範疇。 

 

關鍵詞：嘉戎語組，霍爾語群，動詞曲折形態，⽰證式 

 
Evidentiality in Dgeshes Horpa 

Qianzi Tian & Jackson T.-S. Sun 

Spoken in Rngaba and Dkarmdzes Prefectures in western Sichuan, the Horpa language cluster falls 

under the Rgyalrongic subgroup in Sino-Tibetan. This paper conducts a first systematic study of verbal 

evidentiality in the Dgeshes (Gexi) variety of Central Horpa, based on Tournadre & LaPolla’s revised 

definition of evidentiality. Dgeshes distinguishes a four-term evidential system marked with zero and 

three verbal suffixes. While situations involving speaker’s higher access to information are zero-

marked, explicit suffixes are required to signal three evidential categories characterized by lower 

information access: immediate, hindsight, and secondhand. Also discussed are two verbal elements 

which impart evidential-like meanings but are yet to fully integrate into the evidential paradigm. The 

Dgeshes evidential system displays several salient traits typical of Horpa languages in general and, 

while conceptual influence from the Tibetan evidential system cannot be ruled out, appears to be 

mainly an outcome of internal evolution rather than language contact. 

 

Keywords: Rgyalrongic languages, Horpa cluster, verbal inflectional category, evidentiality 
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Abstract

This document is an abstract accepted for pre-
sentation at the 6th Workshop on Sino-Tibetan
Languages of Southwest China (STLS-2021)
held at Kobe City University of Foreign
Studies on September 7-11, 2021:
https://sinotibetan-japan.com/
stls/
We report on progress in interdisciplinary
work using state-of-the-art technology for
language documentation.

Language documentation is a key aspect of
work on languages of Southwest China. Lin-
guists typically produce ‘Three Treasures’ over
the years: texts, a dictionary, and a grammar
(Sun, 2007). In the Digital Age, the Three Trea-
sures can be hyperlinked to one another, as well
as to the original media files (audio and video).
The ultimate goal is to allow seamless naviga-
tion between grammars, texts and dictionaries.
This highly desirable goal is now within technical
reach, as demonstrated by recent work (Musgrave
and Thieberger, 2021).

But the journey towards this ultimate goal re-
mains a long and lonely one. Although Natural
Language Processing has potential for helping out
with time-consuming tasks of corpus transcrip-
tion and annotation (Adams et al., 2018; van Esch

et al., 2019; Partanen et al., 2020), speech recogni-
tion technology has not yet been widely harnessed
to aid linguists. We will report on work conducted
on Japhug and Na using state-of-the-art computa-
tional tools to produce transcriptions and enrich
the annotation of data sets.

Japhug will be familiar to workshop participants
as having a rich system of consonant clusters, as
well as flamboyant morphology (Jacques, 2021).
In Japhug, syllables can have initial clusters con-
taining at most three consonants, and at most one
coda (Jacques, 2019). Japhug does not have lex-
ical tones. The language’s phonological profile
is thus very different from Na (about which see
Michaud, 2017).

The Japhug data set comprises a total of about
30 hours of transcribed recordings of narratives,
time-aligned at the level of the sentence (Macaire,
2020), which is a huge amount in a language doc-
umentation context. The Na corpus comprises
about four hours of transcribed narratives. The
recordings were made in the course of field trips
from the first years of the century until now, in
a quiet environment, and almost all of a single
speaker for each of the two languages. Our tests
on various data sets so far suggest that these set-
tings (one speaker – hence no speaker overlap –
and clean audio) are those in which performance
is most likely to be good when one happens to be
training an acoustic model from scratch.
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The full data sets are openly accessible online
from the Pangloss Collection (an open language
archive), under a Creative Commons license, al-
lowing visitors to browse the texts, and computer
scientists to try their hand at the data sets. The
data collectors’ approach to data sharing puts into
practice some principles which gather increas-
ing support, but which are not yet systematically
translated into institutional and editorial policies
(Garellek et al., 2020).

Our aim is to give researchers and language
workers a clear account of what we did, and to
convey a feel for the potential of the technology:
to clarify the prospects for integrating Automatic
Speech Recognition tools into language documen-
tation workflows. The general perspective adopted
consists in setting up pipelines for bringing a wide
range of advances in speech recognition to a broad
group of users.
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Abstract

This document is an abstract accepted for pre-
sentation at the 6th Workshop on Sino-Tibetan
Languages of Southwest China (STLS-2021)
held at Kobe City University of Foreign
Studies on September 7-11, 2021:
https://sinotibetan-japan.com/
stls/
We report on progress in interdisciplinary
work using state-of-the-art technology for
language documentation.

Language documentation is a key aspect of
work on languages of Southwest China. Lin-
guists typically produce ‘Three Treasures’ over
the years: texts, a dictionary, and a grammar
(Sun, 2007). In the Digital Age, the Three Trea-
sures can be hyperlinked to one another, as well
as to the original media files (audio and video).
The ultimate goal is to allow seamless naviga-
tion between grammars, texts and dictionaries.
This highly desirable goal is now within technical
reach, as demonstrated by recent work (Musgrave
and Thieberger, 2021).

But the journey towards this ultimate goal re-
mains a long and lonely one. Although Natural
Language Processing has potential for helping out
with time-consuming tasks of corpus transcrip-
tion and annotation (Adams et al., 2018; van Esch

et al., 2019; Partanen et al., 2020), speech recogni-
tion technology has not yet been widely harnessed
to aid linguists. We will report on work conducted
on Japhug and Na using state-of-the-art computa-
tional tools to produce transcriptions and enrich
the annotation of data sets.

Japhug will be familiar to workshop participants
as having a rich system of consonant clusters, as
well as flamboyant morphology (Jacques, 2021).
In Japhug, syllables can have initial clusters con-
taining at most three consonants, and at most one
coda (Jacques, 2019). Japhug does not have lex-
ical tones. The language’s phonological profile
is thus very different from Na (about which see
Michaud, 2017).

The Japhug data set comprises a total of about
30 hours of transcribed recordings of narratives,
time-aligned at the level of the sentence (Macaire,
2020), which is a huge amount in a language doc-
umentation context. The Na corpus comprises
about four hours of transcribed narratives. The
recordings were made in the course of field trips
from the first years of the century until now, in
a quiet environment, and almost all of a single
speaker for each of the two languages. Our tests
on various data sets so far suggest that these set-
tings (one speaker – hence no speaker overlap –
and clean audio) are those in which performance
is most likely to be good when one happens to be
training an acoustic model from scratch.
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The Diachronic Development of Tone in Khatso

Cathryn Yang, SIL International, cathryn_yang@sil.org
Chris Donlay, San José State University, chris.donlay@sjsu.edu

Khatso is an endangered Ngwi language spoken in a single village in Yunnan, China by
approximately 5600 speakers. The language is notable for its large inventory of eight contrastive 
tones (Donlay 2019:77-85), which is unusual in the Ngwi branch. Yet the diachronic 
development of tone in Khatso has never been described. How did Khatso’s current tone system
develop from Proto-Ngwi’s four historic tone categories? How does Khatso’s tonal development 
compare to that of other Ngwi languages? Answering these questions will help us to better 
understand Ngwi tone diachrony and tone change more broadly.

For the diachronic analysis, we selected 255 Khatso etyma from Huang & Dai 1992 and Donlay 
2019 that reflect Proto-Ngwi (Bradley 1979) or Proto-Lolo-Burmese (Matisoff 2003)
reconstructed etyma. We then organized Khatso tone values into a tone box, presented in Table 
1. The rows of Table 1 represent the conditioning environments that triggered a tone split in at 
least one of the proto-tone categories. Unlike most other Ngwi languages, Khatso’s modern 
reflexes of *4 (from historically stop-final syllables) do not have contrastive tense phonation,
though they tend to have shorter duration than other tones (in citation form).

Table 1. Khatso tone reflexes of Proto-Ngwi tones organized by Proto-Ngwi initial type

Proto-Ngwi Initial type Initial Cover Symbol *1 *2 *3 *4 (Checked)

1 *voiced non-prefixed obstruents 
& sonorants

*b, *z, *m, *l,
*C-l > *l, *m-b > *b 323

31

33

53
(includes

*m-p)2 *C- obstruents & nasals *C-p, *C-b, *C-s, *C-m

243 *s-, *k- approximants *s-l, *k-l 53/voiced_
55/voiceless_

4 *ʔ-, *s- obstruents & nasals,
*ʔ- approximants

*ʔ-p, *ʔ-b, *s-b, *ʔ-m, *s-m,
*ʔ-l, *m-l > *ʔ-l 55

35 (some 53)
5 *voiceless non-prefixed fricatives *s

33 31
6 *voiceless non-prefixed stops *p 55

As Table 1 shows, Khatso’s large tone inventory comes from a series of tone splits: *1 and *4 
show three-way splits and *2 shows a two-way split. *3 is the only tone category that does not 
split, which is typical of the Ngwi branch. The splits do not follow a simple voiced vs. voiceless 
dichotomy. Rather, a triggering effect of the *ʔ- or *s- prefix (Row 4 in Table 1) is seen in the 
splits of all three tone categories, conditioning a split to [24] in *1, [55] in *2, and [35] in *4.  In 
Tone *1, syllables with *C- (that is, *b-, *d-, *g-, *r-, *l-) prefixed initials and *k-l develop in 
the same way as *ʔ- or *s- prefixed initials, but this is not the case in *2 or *4. It is unclear what 
the phonetic mechanism of the *ʔ-/*s- triggered split may have been, though we do note that 
Khatso *4’s high rising tone has emerged under conditioning similar to that of Lahu’s high rising 
tone (Matisoff 1970), a development which he links to “glottal dissimilation”.
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The most striking difference between Khatso tone development and almost all other Ngwi 
languages is that *4 does not split along the same lines as the two allotones traditionally labeled 
as *H and *L (Matisoff 1972). The development of *H and *L is often regarded as a shared 
innovation across the Ngwi branch. But in Khatso, both *H and *L show the same default reflex 
of [53], and the conditioning environments of the Khatso *4 split cross-cut the environments of 
the *H/*L split. The split seen in syllables with *s- and *k- prefixed approximants is conditioned 
by the current voicing of the initial, rather than the historic voicing, so Khatso’s *4 split may
have occurred comparatively late (after certain *s-l and *k-l initials devoiced).
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1. The rows of Table 1 represent the conditioning environments that triggered a tone split in at 
least one of the proto-tone categories. Unlike most other Ngwi languages, Khatso’s modern 
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As Table 1 shows, Khatso’s large tone inventory comes from a series of tone splits: *1 and *4 
show three-way splits and *2 shows a two-way split. *3 is the only tone category that does not 
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the same way as *ʔ- or *s- prefixed initials, but this is not the case in *2 or *4. It is unclear what 
the phonetic mechanism of the *ʔ-/*s- triggered split may have been, though we do note that 
Khatso *4’s high rising tone has emerged under conditioning similar to that of Lahu’s high rising 
tone (Matisoff 1970), a development which he links to “glottal dissimilation”.
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Typology of Nominalization in the Qiangic Languages of Southern Kanze 
Tibetan Prefecture 

Elvis Yang Huang 
Southwest Jiaotong University 

elvishuang@swjtu.edu.cn 

In Matisoff’s (1972) classic paper, the versatile particle ve in Lahu serves not only as the marker of 
genitive constructions and relative clauses, but also as a clause nominalizer. Despite sharing the 
derivational and clausal nominalization strategies similarly found in a wide range of Tibeto-Burman 
languages in Southeast Asia (Genetti 2011), Lahu has a rich array of devices to convert the non-
nominal elements into grammatical nominals, i.e. agentive nominalization, locative nominalization, 
purposive nominalization, subordinated genitival linkage, relative nominalization, embedded /non-
embedded nominalization, so on and so forth. 
          This paper describes the grammatical aspects of nominalization in three endangered Qiangic 
languages, say, western Sab-de Minyag 沙德木雅语 (Tibeto-Burman; ISO 639-3: wmg), lower Meb- 
zang nDrapa 木绒扎坝语 (Tibeto-Burman; ISO639-3: zhb), and Guiqiong 康定贵琼语(Tibeto-Burman; 
ISO 639-3: gqi), spoken by the Tibetan people in the southern Kanzi Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture 
of western Sichuan province, China. All the three Qiangic variants possess a handful of syntactic 
devices to form nominals in question. Some of the devices are syntactic-motivated, while others are 
semantic- or pragmatic- oriented. We will discuss these once at a time.   

i. Derivational Nominalization (fieldwork data for Minyag and nDrapa; also in Ikeda 2007; 
Huang 2020; Shirai 2019; Jiang 2013; Rao et al 2019)  

The three languages in this study differ noticeably in some extent to derive lexical nouns from 
N-based elements and V-based elements. Among the derivational nominalization strategies, 
nominalized adjectives are marked with polyfunctional nominalizers that can be used as clause 
nominalizers in certain contexts. These derivational nominalizations include agentive nominalization, 
patientive nominalization, place/instrument nominalization, and locative-participant nominalization 
which is a specific category only found in Minyag. Examples are illustrated as follows:  

 Agentive nominalization 
 The Minyag mi: 

ndo  ɦæ-ndzɨ ‘eat meat’  + mi ndo  ɦæ-ndzɨ-mi ‘the people eating meat’ 
ȵdʑɐlə   tə-və ‘sing the song’  + mi ȵdʑɐlə   tə-və-mi ‘the people singing the song’ 

 The nDrapa ji: 
ʂtsó ‘teach’      +ji ʂtsó-ji ‘teacher’ 
lə́kwá ‘sing’      +ji lə́kwá-ji ‘singer’ 

 The Guiqiong ’wu: 
go‘eat’      +wu go-’wu ‘eater’ 
wɛ ‘sing’      +wu wɛ-ji ‘the one who wear’ 
 Patientive nominalization 

 The Minyag ri: 
tə-ŋgə ‘wear’   + ri tə-ŋgə-ri ‘something to wear’ 
ne̱-de̱ ‘throw away’   + ri væ  ne̱-de̱-ri ‘something to throw away’ 
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 The nDrapa ze: 
kəhtsɨ ‘eat’ +ze kəhtsɨ-ze ‘something to eat’ 
əki ‘wear’ +ze əki-ze ‘something to wear’ 
 Place/instrument nominalization 

 The nDrapa ze: 
ʑĭ ‘go’ +ze ʑĭ-ze ‘place to go’ 
əʂtɕê ‘stand’ +ze əʂtɕê-ze ‘place to stand’ 
ləḿwe ‘dance’ +ze ləmwé-ze ‘something to dance with’ 
khuhtsê ‘skip rope’ +ze khuhtsê-ze ‘something used to to skip rope’ 

 The Guiqiong ’ji: 
gulubɛi ‘play’ +ji gulubɛi –’ji ‘something to play with’ 
tʂi   tʂhuɐg ‘contain’ +ji tʂi   tʂhuɐg –’ji ‘something used to contain water 
 Locative-participant nominalization 
Of all these three languages, the locative-participant nominalization, which is marked with wu, 

is only found in Minyag. In contrast to nDrapa in which wu is a typical locative and dative, wu in 
Minyag is not used as a locative at present; but it is one part of some compounds entailing a locative 
reading, i.e. wuvə ́ ‘alongside’. The locative nominalization structure with wu means ‘the people of 
somewhere’.  

tɕulu ‘Nyarong’   + wu tɕulu-wu ‘people of Nyarong’ 
rɑɴɑkæ ‘Lhagang’   + wu rɑɴɑkæ-wu ‘people of Lhagang’ 

 Attributive nominalization 
 The Minyag tsɨ: 

ŋiŋɐ́ ‘fat’   + tsɨ ŋiŋɐ́-tsɨ ‘something that is fat’ 
tʰɐŋgəri ‘happy’   + tsɨ tʰɐŋgəri-tsɨ ‘something that sounds happy’ 
 The nDrapa mbərə: 

ȵiȵí ‘red’  +mbərə ȵiȵi-mbərə ‘something red’ 
dzedze ‘thick’  +mbərə dzedze-mbərə ‘something thick’ 
 The Guiqiong ’wu: 
wu-thəu-’wu ‘something high’                    wu-dɐ-’wu ‘something big’ 
 

ii. Clausal Nominalization (fieldwork data for Minyag and nDrapa; also in Ikeda 2007; Huang 
2020; Shirai 2019; Jiang 2013; Rao et al 2019)  

There are some environments other than the lexical derivation in which the nominalizers are 
attached to relative clauses, embedded/non-embedded clauses and nominal complement clauses. 
Sometimes, two nominalizers can be overlapped to serve both as derivational and clausal 
nominalization markers. Very interesting, all these three languages may use a polyfunctional 
derivational nominalizer to serve the function of clausal nominalization in general, and a genitive 
marker in particular. Examples below rely too heavily on the use of clausal nominalizers:    

 Relative clause  
 The Minyag ɣæ: 

(1)  məq̃ʰɐ̱      [Ø          tʰi-ȵdʑé=mí=ɣæ]REL     tɕɐgǿ       qʰɑqʰɑ́=ti 
       sky                          DIR-fly=NMLZ=REL      eagle        ferocious=GNO     
       ‘The eagle flying in the sky is very ferocious.’ 

 The nDrapa mbərə: 
(2)  [ŋá    tʂŏ=mbərə   Ø] REL  khə ́     ptʂhaptʂha      á-nkhu-dzedze-ȵi,                     ptsála-mwe-tʂə-rɛ. 
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        1sg    see=REL       dog      colorful            DIR-jump-come and go-ADV  play-IMPV=GNO 
       ‘The dog I saw (just now) is playing and jumping up and down.’ 

 The Guiqiong mɛ: 
(3)   zo     lɛ        gɐŋdʐi-ni         tʂʰɐ<mɛ>gi-mɛ-mũ            ɲyɐŋmu       nɐŋ-lɛ 
       3s     and    all-EMP            like<NEG>-REL-person      together       live-PFV 
     ‘She lived with a man that everybody dislikes.’ 

 Overlapped nominalizers in relative clauses 
The Minyag mitsɨ:́ 

(4)  tæ̃mbú     tə-tʂǽ=mi=tsɨ ́                    ŋɐt́ʰɐní     pʰəɣ́ó               memé       ɦæ-ndzɨ=rǿ            və-χí. 
       first          DIR-arrive=NMLZ=REL       DM           butter buns     all              DIR-eat=NMLZ      do-MOD 
       ‘The first one who arrives at the terminal point will do the thing of eating up all the butter buns.’ 

The nDrapa jímbərə: 
(5)   [ɡwejɪ ́    só-ji=mbərə]              pədʑə ́       ŋárə            átɕa       rɛ. 
         cow        herb-NMLZ=REL child     1.POSS       sister      COP 
        ‘The child who herbs the cow is my sister.’ 

 Non-embedded nominalization 
 The Minyag ɣæ: 

(6)   tsəkə ́    ɦɐtʰɐni       kəŕæ         ȵdʑǿ         tə-́tʂɐ-rɑ́=ɣæ. 
       SEQ        DM             a little       exam         DIR-test-PFV.SEN=NMLZ 
       ‘After that, (we) really had test for once.’ 

 The nDrapa mbərə: 
(7)   ʑɪtət́ə      hkjâ      tʂhə ̆             də-tɕyé                 kə-tshondʐwí-ndú=mbərə. 
       young      LNK       four-CL         DIR-descend       DIR-walk-AUX=NMLZ 
       ‘It is the fact that (when he is young), he walks with four legs.’ 

 The Guiqiong ’wu: 
(8)   muhi      tɕhiɐŋsi      ʂɔ-’wu 
       wind       often         blow-NMLZ 
     ‘It is the case that the wind often blows.’ 

 Embedded nominalization (the definite marker or circumstantial use of nominalizer) 
 The Minyag tsɨ: 

(9)   tsəkə ́     tɕʰət́ʰɑ           ʁə=́tsɨ                ʑidǿ-və,        tɕəʁə=́tsɨ                            wolə-́və-sɨ.     
        SEQ        wood mill     gate=NMLZ       close-CVB     reservoir gate=NMLZ      put-CVB-PFV3 
       ‘Then, the gate of the wood mill was closed, and the reservoir gate was shut down.’ 

 The nDrapa mbərə: 
(10)  təmtshó      pemala,      [tɕhúlu                         tɪ=mbərə]             tɕhíta      tɪ              tɕa=rɛ? 
         SEQ DM     Buddha dharma         one:CL=NMLZ       that        one:CL      have=GNO 
        ‘Then, I should say that, what the Buddha dharma should be like?’ 

 The Guiqiong circumstantial nominalizer lu: 
(11)   dz’ɛwɛ         gɐlhɐ      jɐ-lu                     jɐn 
         clothing       quite      wash-NMLZ         EXS2 
         ‘Much clothing needs washing.’ 

 Embedded discourse marker 
 The nDrapa mbərə: 

(12)   təmtshó     tʊrə ́    mĕ         pema      tʂesɛ ̂       #dɛmbərə#       dzɛ ́         tʂêdɛtʂe? 
          SEQ            this      name     DM         Dreser       DM                    said         why 
        ‘Well, why is was said that (the king’s) name was called Dreser?’ 

This paper provides an insightful characterization of the nominalization strategies, as well as a 
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tentative development of the nominalization morphology shared by certain Qiangic languages of the 
southern Kanzi region. Finally, a set of conclusions is given based on the survey of those data that the 
grammatical aspects of nominalization of the languages in southern Kanzi region correlate with the 
generalization proposed in Matisoff (1972) and Noonan (1997); in addition to the shared 
morphological property of nominalization, each language shows an overt ‘nominalization-
relativazation-genitivization’ syncretic pattern. However, the grammatical aspects of nominalization 
also differ according to the heterogeneous sources of nominalizers in each language.    
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        1sg    see=REL       dog      colorful            DIR-jump-come and go-ADV  play-IMPV=GNO 
       ‘The dog I saw (just now) is playing and jumping up and down.’ 

 The Guiqiong mɛ: 
(3)   zo     lɛ        gɐŋdʐi-ni         tʂʰɐ<mɛ>gi-mɛ-mũ            ɲyɐŋmu       nɐŋ-lɛ 
       3s     and    all-EMP            like<NEG>-REL-person      together       live-PFV 
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The Minyag mitsɨ:́ 
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The nDrapa jímbərə: 
(5)   [ɡwejɪ ́    só-ji=mbərə]              pədʑə ́       ŋárə            átɕa       rɛ. 
         cow        herb-NMLZ=REL child     1.POSS       sister      COP 
        ‘The child who herbs the cow is my sister.’ 

 Non-embedded nominalization 
 The Minyag ɣæ: 

(6)   tsəkə ́    ɦɐtʰɐni       kəŕæ         ȵdʑǿ         tə-́tʂɐ-rɑ́=ɣæ. 
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       ‘After that, (we) really had test for once.’ 

 The nDrapa mbərə: 
(7)   ʑɪtət́ə      hkjâ      tʂhə ̆             də-tɕyé                 kə-tshondʐwí-ndú=mbərə. 
       young      LNK       four-CL         DIR-descend       DIR-walk-AUX=NMLZ 
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 The Guiqiong ’wu: 
(8)   muhi      tɕhiɐŋsi      ʂɔ-’wu 
       wind       often         blow-NMLZ 
     ‘It is the case that the wind often blows.’ 

 Embedded nominalization (the definite marker or circumstantial use of nominalizer) 
 The Minyag tsɨ: 

(9)   tsəkə ́     tɕʰət́ʰɑ           ʁə=́tsɨ                ʑidǿ-və,        tɕəʁə=́tsɨ                            wolə-́və-sɨ.     
        SEQ        wood mill     gate=NMLZ       close-CVB     reservoir gate=NMLZ      put-CVB-PFV3 
       ‘Then, the gate of the wood mill was closed, and the reservoir gate was shut down.’ 

 The nDrapa mbərə: 
(10)  təmtshó      pemala,      [tɕhúlu                         tɪ=mbərə]             tɕhíta      tɪ              tɕa=rɛ? 
         SEQ DM     Buddha dharma         one:CL=NMLZ       that        one:CL      have=GNO 
        ‘Then, I should say that, what the Buddha dharma should be like?’ 

 The Guiqiong circumstantial nominalizer lu: 
(11)   dz’ɛwɛ         gɐlhɐ      jɐ-lu                     jɐn 
         clothing       quite      wash-NMLZ         EXS2 
         ‘Much clothing needs washing.’ 

 Embedded discourse marker 
 The nDrapa mbərə: 

(12)   təmtshó     tʊrə ́    mĕ         pema      tʂesɛ ̂       #dɛmbərə#       dzɛ ́         tʂêdɛtʂe? 
          SEQ            this      name     DM         Dreser       DM                    said         why 
        ‘Well, why is was said that (the king’s) name was called Dreser?’ 

This paper provides an insightful characterization of the nominalization strategies, as well as a 
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How stem alternations become ubiquitous in Brag-bar (Situ Gyalrong)  

Zhang Shuya 
JSPS Research fellow, Tokyo University of Foreign Studies 
3-11-1 Asahi-cho, Fuchu-shi, Tokyo 183-8534, Japan

Stem alternation in Gyalrongic studies is often described as a morphological process falling within the 
inflectional domain, and it is believed that the most complex stem alternation system is found in zbu 
(Northern Gyalrong) (Sun 2004; Gong 2018), while other languages, especially Situ, have simplified 
systems. However, recent field data show Brag-bar has developed complex morphological patterns through 
innovation, resulting in quasi-ubiquitous verb stem alternations, observed in both inflectional and 
derivational morphology.  

Inflectional stem alternations in Brag-bar occur in different TAME or argument indexation categories. 
Alternations between Stem I and Stem II generally mark the contrast between Non-past (except Egophoric) 
and Past (except Inferential), which is a shared feature of Gyalrongic (Sun 2000). Stem II is derived from 
Stem I by tonal inversion between high and falling tones, sometimes with vowel alternations, between the 
central grade (VC: ə, ɐ, a) and non-central grade (VNC: i/u, e/o, iɛ).  

Verbs of particular syllable structures distinguish an additional Stem I’ or Stem II’. The two stems are 
sensitive to phonological environment: verbs with an open syllable and a high tone, as well as those with a 
closed syllable ending in a stop, distinguish Stem I’ from Stem I, occurring in non-suffixing Non-Past and 
Inferential forms; verbs with an open syllable and a falling tone may distinguish stem II’ from stem II in non- 
suffixing Non-Inferential Past forms.  

Table 1: Inflectional stem alternations in Brag-bar  

Derivational stem alternations are sporadically reported in previous literature, but exist in a large scale in 
Brag-bar. They are governed by a primary unidirectional tonal alternation rule, either to high-level (e.g. 
autobenefactive nə-, applicative nə-, -t, causative ɕə-, va-, etc.) or to falling tone (oblique participles sa-, 
reduplication etc.) (Zhang 2020). Tonal alternations are often accompanied with vowel changes, of which the 
direction is likely to be correlated with the verb stem’s syllable structure. For open syllable verb stems, 
alternation to high-level tone happens with vowel shift to the non-central grade, whereas that to falling tone 
co-exits with vowel shift to the central grade. Since derivational alternations bring new syllable structures, 
the derived verbs can have different inflectional stems from those of the basic verb.  

Figure 1: Inflectional and derivational alternations of the verb ka-viɛ̂ ‘to do’  

The innovative Stem I’/II’ and derivational alternations in Brag-bar are subject to similar rules, both 
involving phonologically conditioned vowel changes. These rules are closely related to phonotactic 
constraints of Brag-bar: open syllables with high-level tone rarely have the central grade. This paper first 
presents Brag-bar’s inflectional and derivational stem alternation rules, based on which, it attempts to show 
how stem alternations can help us to trace the origins of changes in Brag-bar’s vowel system.  
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A phonological study of Rongpa Choyo 
Jingyao Zheng  You-Jing Lin 

Peking University 

Abstract 
Choyo is an understudied language spoken primarily in the counties of Yajiang, 

Daofu, Xinlong and Litang in Ganzi Tibetan Atonomous Prefecture, Sichuan Province, 
China (Lu, 1985). The previous studies of Choyo are either a sketch grammer of the 
speech form spoken in Yajiang (Lu, 1985), or preliminary phonological studies of the 
varieties of Lhagang (Suzuki, manucript) and Rongpa (Nishida, 2008). This paper will 
provide an in-depth phonemic analysis of the sound system of Rongpa Choyo (spoken 
in Litang County), focusing in particular on allophonic alternations and the rules that 
derive these surface variations. Special characteristics of Choyo sound system 
observed so far include: 1. plosives show a three-way contrast in voicing (i.e., voiceless, 
devoice, and voiced); 2. affricates show a three-way contrast in their places of 
articulation (i.e., dental, post-alveolar, and retroflex); 3. there are cases in which 
voiceless nasals can be interchanged with voiced nasals prefixed with the preinitial 
/ʜ/ (e.g. [m̥a]/[ʜma] ‘eared pheasant’); 4. the vowels may contrast in terms of 
retractedness or uvularization. As a detailed and rigorous phonological analysis, the 
present study will establish a foundation for the description of Rongpa Choyo, paving 
the way for a comprehensive documentation of this rather understudied language.  
 

Keywords: Choyo, Litang, phonemes, phonology 
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